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ABSTRACT
The application of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has been studied for decades, and
many field trials have been executed to evaluate the usability of RFID systems, the business case
of RFID applications and so forth. One of the trial fields is its application to supply chain
management (SCM) because the RFID technologies are thought to improve visibility of physical
objects dramatically. Through this trial phase, benefits and feasibility of RFID have been
confirmed, and as a result, major retailers, such as Wal-Mart, Target, and Metro, have decided
to implement RFID. At the same time, these trials reveal the necessity of RFID standards.
Among these newly developed RFID standards, Auto-ID standard, which was originally
developed by Auto-ID Center, is a strong candidate to be a de-facto standard.
Auto-ID technologies consist of data standards and software architecture components. Data
standards also consist of two components: Electronic Product Code (EPC) and Physical Markup
Language (PML). On the other hand, software architecture components consist of four
components: readers, Savant, EPC Information Server (EPC-IS), and Object Name Service
(ONS). EPC-IS. which defines the interface of the servers that store physical object information,
plays a key role in realizing business processes that the RFID technologies are expected to
realize. In this thesis, we propose architecture of EPC-IS by defining the requirements for
EPC-IS through generic business processes executed in Auto-ID infrastructure. The architecture
we propose is not a monolithic message schema but three simple message schemas with
vocabulary sets that are separately defined in dictionaries. By taking this structure, we achieve
robust and scalable interface. We also evaluate our proposal by applying it to the problems
found in the RFID trials and possible future business processes.
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1. Introduction
The history of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is long, and studies and implementations
of RFID go back to the mid-20th century [1]. Although the technology is categorized as RFID,
the technology behind RFID applications at that time was different from that of today.
Currently RFID technology premises the use of IC tag, which stores information about the
object to which the IC tag is attached. This IC tag based RFID technology has been studied for
decades, and based on these studies field trials have been executed to evaluate wide range of
applications.
One of the trial fields of RFID has been its application to supply chain management (SCM)
because this technology is thought to dramatically improve the visibility of physical objects
and this increased visibility will bring companies in the supply chain many benefits, such as
the reduction of inventory, reduction of inventory management costs, and realization of value
added service.
Objectives of these trials are both technical and business verifications, which range from the
feasibility of RFID infrastructure, such as the usability of IC tag and radio frequency signal
reader, the accuracy of identification [2], and the estimation of RFID impact on the real
business [3].
Through trial phase, benefits and feasibility of RFID infrastructure has been confirmed, and
as a result, major retailers, such as Wal-Mart, Target, and Metro, have decide to deploy RFID
implementation. At the same time these trials reveal the necessity of RFID standards. RFID
standards are beneficial in many reasons. Major benefits are: 1) guarantee of interoperability,
2) acceleration of implementation, 3) reduction in cost of RFID components.
The RFID system is more beneficial when it is used among companies. To guarantee
interoperability, standards are necessary. Without standards, IC tags of a manufacturer may not
be detected by readers made by other manufacturers. This problem is not limited to the relation
between IC tags and readers but occurs between other components as well, such as
information handling between readers and systems, data stored in IC tags, and information
exchange within the RFID system.
In order to deploy standards, standard organizations not only define standard specifications but
also provide know-how by publishing implementation guidelines and organizing conferences
to share success stories about implementation. With these efforts, companies can accelerate
RFID system implementation with fewer troubles.
Reduction in cost of RFID components is a secondary benefit from RFID standard deployment.
If a standard is defined and deployed to many companies, economy of scale works and, as a
result, manufacturers of each component can achieve lower cost, and that benefits companies
that implement RFID systems.
Among the RFID standards, the Auto-ID standard, which was originally developed by Auto-ID
Center and is managed by EPCglobal, is a strong candidate to be a de-facto standard. Auto-ID
Center was a federation of research universities that was originally founded in 1999 and is now
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Auto-ID Lab. In Auto-ID Lab there are six universities: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), University of Cambridge, University of Adelaide, Keio University, Fudan University,
and University of St. Gallen [4]. EPCglobal is a non-profit organization, and its goal is to
realize global, multi-industry adoption and implementation of the EPCglobal Network [5].
The EPCglobal Network is by definition a set of technologies that enable immediate, automatic
identification and sharing of information on items in the supply chain [6]. EPCglobal Network
consists of software architecture components and data standards. Software architecture
components also consist of four components: readers, Savant, EPC Information Server
(EPC-IS), and Object Name Service (ONS). On the other hand, data standards consist of two
components: Electronic Product Code (EPC) and Physical Markup Language (PML). In this
thesis, we use the EPCglobal Network and Auto-ID technologies to mean the same thing.
Readers are devices for detecting tags when tags enter the read range. EPCglobal has published
the Auto-ID Reader Protocol Specification. This specification defines interactions between
readers and other Auto-ID compliant software components, such as Savant [7].
Savant is middleware software designed to control information flow between readers and
EPC-IS. EPCglobal has published the Savant Specification. This specification defines the
functions and interface of Savant. Data detected by readers is filtered, aggregated, counted and
reduced by Savant. Savant also controls information flow between readers and the enterprise
applications [8].
EPC-IS is an interface standard to define how to update and retrieve data of physical objects
stored in servers. Types of data stored in the servers are product-level property data such as the
size of physical objects, instance-level property data such as shelf life, and historical data such
as the detected record of physical objects. EPCglobal has not published specifications for
EPC-IS [9].
ONS provides global look-up service to the Auto-ID compliant software components. The
function is similar to Domain Name Service (DNS) in the Internet. EPCglobal has published
the Object Name Service Specification [10].
EPC is the identification schema for physical objects. EPCglobal has published EPC Tag Data
Specification. In the specification, in addition to EPC, Filter Value and encoding and decoding
rules are specified [ 11].
PML is an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) vocabulary set, which is used to describe all
the information exchanged in the Auto-ID infrastructure. PML consists of two parts: PML Core
and PML Extension. PML Core is specified in the Physical Markup Language Specification
Core [12].
These are the components defined by EPCglobal. In order to fulfill the benefits of Auto-ID
technologies, information about physical objects needs to be exchanged effectively within the
Auto-ID infrastructure, and a key component to realize this information exchange is EPC-IS as
an interface for servers that store physical object information. However, currently the
specification of EPC-IS has not been published yet.
There are two reasons why the specification is not published. One reason is that Auto-ID trials
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focus on real-time applications. If companies implement an application that needs historical
data of physical objects, knowing how to use EPC-IS is necessary. The other reason is that
Auto-ID implementation is still on a trial basis and the priority of interoperability within the
Auto-ID infrastructure is still not so high. If companies need to exchange more information
about physical objects, the necessity of a standard method of using EPC-IS becomes more
crucial.
As we describe above, there is a gap between fundamental expectations towards the Auto-ID
infrastructure and the current publication of standards. In this thesis, we would like to fill the
gap by proposing a solution: architecture that can exchange information with EPC-IS.
This thesis is laid out as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the background of this thesis, such as
Auto-ID standards. Chapter 3 explains objectives of the thesis and discusses assumptions used
in the thesis. We also introduce the methodology employed in the thesis. Chapter 4 defines the
requirements for the model we propose, and the following chapter models solutions.
Chapter 6 evaluates the model with problems that are currently revealed and possible future
scenarios and makes it more robust. Chapter 7 concludes our proposal and discusses further
research questions that need to be addressed.
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2. Background
Since we will propose architecture of EPC-IS in this thesis, components, functions and
situation of the Auto-ID standard is necessary as background information. In addition to that,
we review research that has been done about EPC-IS. At the same time, we introduce
Business to Business (B2B) standards as a relevant technology in this chapter.
2.1. Auto-ID Standard
2.1.1. Abstract
The Auto-ID standard is a set of RFID standards which were originally researched and
published by Auto-ID Center and are maintained by EPCglobal now. Auto-ID Center, which
changed its name to Auto-ID Lab in November 2003, is a federation of six universities
worldwide: MIT, University of Cambridge, University of Adelaide, Keio University, Fudan
University, and University of St. Gallen. On the other hand, EPCglobal is a non-profit
organization entrusted to drive global, multi-industry adoption and implementation of the
EPCglobal Network and is a joint venture of Universal Code Council (UCC) and EAN
International, which are also non-profit organizations to manage barcode, Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) standards, and B2B integration standards [13].
The EPCglobal Network is a set of technologies that enable immediate, automatic
identification and sharing of information on items in the supply chain. EPCglobal Network,
which is equivalent to Auto-ID technologies, consists of software architecture components and
data standards. The software architecture components consist of four components: readers,
Savant, EPC-IS, and ONS, and the data standards consist of two components: EPC and PML.
2.1.2. Readers
Readers are the devices which read and write the data stored in the Auto-ID compliant IC tags.
Functions and interface of the readers are defined in two Auto-ID standards: Reader Protocol,
which defines the upstream wire part of the readers and Radio Frequency Communication
Protocol, which defines the downstream wireless part of the readers.
Reader Protocol defines three layers: Reader Layer, Message Layer, and Transportation Layer.
Reader Layer is the layer that defines the content and format of the message exchanged
between readers and Savant. Reader Layer defines commands sent from Savant and functions
that readers should perform when commands are sent to readers, such as IC tag read trigger,
filter, and send messages to IC tags.
Message Layer is the layer that defines how command messages defined in Reader Layer are
formatted, transformed, and carried on a specific network transport, and Transportation Layer
is the layer that defines transport facilities provided by the operating system or equivalent.
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In the Reader Protocol specification, Message Layer and Transportation Layer are defined as
Message Transportation Binding (MTB). Reader Protocol defines commands sent from
Savant and MTB.
Regarding Radio Frequency Communication Protocol, there are three communication
protocols deeined in Auto-ID standards: 900 MHz Class 0 Radio Frequency (RF)
Identification Tag Specification, 13.56 MHz ISM Band Class I Radio Frequency
Identification Tag Interface Specification, and 860MHz - 930 MHz Class 1 Radio Frequency
(RF) Identification Tag Radio Frequency & Logical Communication Interface Specification
[14] [15] [16].
Each of the communication protocol specification defines radio signal frequency, radio signal
power, shape of radio signal, message frame, command to IC tags, power of radio and so
forth. It also refers to the functions of the IC tag as a corresponding device to communicate
with.
2.1.3. Savant
Savant is a software system that is located between the enterprise application system and
readers. The primary function of Savant is to reduce the vast amount of data read by readers;
therefore, by this nature, Savant has functions to communicate with the enterprise
applications and readers and to sort out data detected by readers. In addition, Savant has
functions to communicate with ONS and EPC-IS as well. The specification of Savant is
defined in Savant Specification.
Savant Specification comprises two parts: specification of Processing Modules, which
defines functions which reside in Savant, and interface with other Auto-ID components. In
Savant Specification version 1.0, only interface for the enterprise applications is defined.
Processing Modules define functions of Savant. Processing Modules are not only defined by
EPCglobal but also by users. The combination of Processing Modules is arbitrary, and users
can choose whatever they need to fulfill their business goals except for the Standard
Processing Module. The Standard Processing Module, which defines minimal functions of
Savant, is mandatory.
The interface specification in Savant Specification defines message structure, MTB, and the
transportation protocol that Savant premises.
2.1.4. EPC-IS
EPC-IS is an interface that defines protocol to access to servers which store physical object
data. The data is exchanged in PML format.
Servers for physical object information store two types of data: historical data and property
data. Historical data is event records sent by Savant, and property data is a set of relevant
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information about physical objects. Property data consists of the product-level property data
and the instance-level property data. Examples of the product-level property data are the size
and the manufacturer of the physical object, whereas examples of the instance-level property
data are the expiration date and the purchase order document number for the physical object.
Specification of EPC-IS has not been published, but a couple of studies have been done for
EPC-IS. We introduce them in the following section along with the history of EPC-IS.
2.1.5. ONS
ONS is a global lookup service that connects EPC with one or more Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs) where more information about the physical object is stored. The location
may be servers with EPC-IS, web sites, and other Internet resources. The specification of ONS
is defined in ONS Specification.
ONS Specification defines the flow of lookup, method to convert EPC to URI format, and
message format of the lookup query. ONS uses the same method that Domain Name Service
(DNS) uses. I DNS, URIs and IP addresses are linked, whereas URIs and EPC are linked in
ONS.
2.1.6. EPC
EPC is the fundamental identifier for physical objects. The specification of EPC is defined in
EPC Tag Data Specification. EPC Tag Data Specification defines the format of EPC, and the
encode/decode scheme with other industry identifiers, such as Serialized Global Trade
Identification Number (SGTIN) and Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC). All the
encode/decode schemes are specified with the header value.
The number of the digits defined for an identifier is 96 digits, but, in order to meet industry
requirements to collect the tag data effectively, EPCglobal defines Standard EPC Tag Data,
which consists of EPC and optional Filter Value.
2.1.7. PML
PML is an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) vocabulary set, which is used to describe all
the information exchanged in the Auto-ID infrastructure. PML consists of two parts: PML Core
and PML Extension.
PML Core is for the common vocabulary that is commonly used in different industries and
that describes basic attributes in the Auto-ID infrastructure, whereas PML Extension is for the
industry specific vocabulary set. PML Core is defined in PML Core Specification by
EPCglobal, but PML Extension may not be defined by EPCglobal but by other industry
initiatives.
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PML Core Specification defines the range of the specification, XML Schema for PML Core.
PML Core schema describes EPC, date time stamp of event, EPC of the reader, and the
related data, such as types of read command.
2.2. Research of EPC-IS
2.2.1. History of EPC-IS
The necessity of EPC-IS has been recognized since the initial stage of the Auto-ID
technology development because one of the primary concepts of Auto-ID technologies is to
store minimal data in the IC tag and to store other related data in the servers in the Auto-ID
infrastructure. In order to realize this concept, PML has been developed as the common
language to exchange information about physical objects, and a database to store the related
information of physical objects has been proposed [17].
Initially this proposed database was called PML Server. However, as the study went on,
researchers realized that related information might not be stored only in the PML Server and
that it might be stored in the other enterprise systems, such as the enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system. Based on this observation, researchers became focused on the
interface of the database, and the interface is called EPC-IS. Until now, we have used the
same term and studies have been done to better define the interface.
2.2.2. Research review on EPC-IS
Studies of EPC-IS have difficulty by nature because they are affected by industries to which
EPC-IS is applied but to define the common use cases among different industries is not easy.
The relatively lower necessity of EPC-IS standards also affects the research in this field. As
written in Chapter 1, the publication of EPC-IS has been late because initial trials are
focusing on applications which use real-time data, the data stored in the server can only be
used with a proprietary method, and interoperability is not a high priority in the trials. Of
course, the difficulty to define common use cases among industries is the main reason for the
delay.
However, a couple of studies have been done by Cambridge University, one of the
universities in the Auto-ID Lab. Approaches taken in the studies are to analyze characteristics
of the data which is supposed to be stored in the servers in the Auto-ID infrastructure and also
to define how to use the data [18].
The studies reveal that servers store two categories of data: the historical data and the
property data. The property data is also divided into the product-level property data and the
instance-level property data. This data type definition helps researchers to categorize use
cases of each data type, and from this categorization they analyze efficient methods to
retrieve data stored in the servers.
One fundamental assumption they make is that EPC-IS is different in different industries.
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Based on this assumption, their focus is to provide technology components, such as query
methods and database schemas for EPC related data, and to assess how proposed components
are compatible with the existing industry standards.
2.2.3. Approach of this thesis
In this thesis, we take a different approach from the studies done by Cambridge University.
We use the same data type category that they define: historical data and property data
(product-level and instance-level). We also define use case as generic business processes,
which are explained in Chapter 4. The difference is how to achieve compatibility with the
existing industry standards. Our approach is to propose information flow architecture with
compatibility in the component level, which is defined in a dictionary as explained in Chapter
5.
The benefit of this approach is that this information flow architecture can be used as a base
model of new industry standards and that each industry can develop its standard by
modifying it. The drawback of this approach is that it may be difficult to adopt the
information flow architecture if the information flow architecture used in the industry is
different from our model.
2.3. B2B standards
2.3.1. Introduction
Although EPC-IS is not used only between different companies, it shares many
characteristics with B2B standards. Common components of B2B standards are messaging
protocol, vocabulary, message schema, choreography, and registry/repository scheme [19].
Not all the industry standards define all the components, but they provide most of them by
referring other standards. In this section, we introduce two industry B2B standards that we
refer for this thesis.
2.3.2. ebXML
ebXML (Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language) is a modular suite of
specifications that enables enterprises of any size and in any geographical location to conduct
business over the Internet. Using ebXML, companies have a standard method to exchange
business messages, conduct trading relationships, communicate data in common terms and
define and register business processes [20]. ebXML was started in 1999 as an initiative of
OASIS and the United Nations/ECE agency CEFACT. It provides all the components listed in
the introduction subsection. In addition to that, ebXML defines collaboration protocol
agreements, which specify procedure to agree terms and condition on line.
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One of the significant aspects of ebXML is the wide coverage of the components and
industries. One of the drawbacks, on the other hand, is the speed of the standard defining
process. This is inevitable for developing the comprehensive standard.
Another characteristic of the standard is to try to define each component separately and make
it reusable. For example, business messages are not designed as a monolithic gigantic
message but as a combination of a vocabulary set (ebXML calls it Core Component) and
message schemas. The background technology to make ebXML define standard components
separately is XML [21].
2.3.3. RosettaNet
RosettaNet is a non profit organization dedicated to creating and implementing open
e-business process standards. Its focus is the high-tech industry starting from semiconductor,
electronic component, information technology, and telecommunication industries. It was
founded in 1999 in the United States and has eight affiliates around the world [22].
RosettaNet standard comprises messaging protocol, vocabulary (RosettaNet calls it
dictionary.), message schema, and choreography. Same as ebXML, by defining message
schema and dictionary separately, RosettaNet can reuse basic message structure and
vocabulary and also maintain them separately. RosettaNet standard also uses XML [23].
2.3.4. Summary of B2B standard observation
From B2B industry standard observations, we conclude that it is useful to use XML to
describe the interface and that to define components separately from message is a valid
approach for reusable and robust interface architecture. In this thesis, we adopt these points.
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3. Objective, Assumptions and Methodology
In this chapter, we describe the objective of this thesis and assumptions we make for the
analysis. We also introduce the methodology employed in this thesis.
3.1. Objective
In order to fulfill the benefits aimed by the Auto-ID technologies, defining the information
flow of the physical objects within the Auto-ID infrastructure is crucial. The key component
to realize this information flow is EPC-IS, since EPC-IS is the common interface of the
servers which store the property data and the historical data of physical objects distributed in
the Auto-ID infrastructure.
However, currently specifications of EPC-IS have not been published yet, and, as a result,
information flow itself and interoperability among Auto-ID components are limited and some
of the business processes can not be implemented because of these constraints. Therefore, in
order to fully, utilize the physical object information stored in servers and realize new
business processes, interface specifications are highly required.
The objective of this thesis is to propose physical object information flow architecture by
defining generic businesses and a set of interface schemas that enable physical object
information flow within the Auto-ID infrastructure.
3.2. Assumptions
Business requirements are necessary to start the analysis; however, some of the business
requirements are contradictory. In order to make clear discussion and develop rational model,
we discuss some of the business requirements that affect our analysis and make some
assumptions. We identify four business requirements as issues that affect information flow
within the Auto-ID infrastructure. They are: physical object type, supply chain range, server
with EPC-IS existence, and existence of B2B connection. We will discuss these issues, show
the possible dispositions, and make assumptions based on the discussion.
3.2.1. Physical object type
Physical object type is one of the most important business issues that need to be discussed. It
is not appropriate to assume that a package of paper towels and a case of pharmaceuticals are
treated in the same manner. It is conceivable that the paper towels may not be tracked by
individual instance level, whereas the pharmaceuticals may require being tracked and traced
by individual instance level. This is basically due to the monetary difference between paper
towels and pharmaceuticals.
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What is the consequence of the difference of the physical object value, then? Suppose a
manufacturer ships the products to a retailer, does the manufacturer send all the individual
EPCs to the retailer in the first place? The answer depends on the relation between companies,
but presumably they do not exchange individual level information first. How about
pharmaceuticals? The possibility to send EPC of individual items is much higher than paper
towels, but it also depends on the relation.
However, if trouble, such as loss of a package, happens in shipping paper towels, how will
the manufacturer and the retailer solve the problem? The retailer may request the
manufacturer to send lower level shipping unit EPC, like package level EPC. In this paper
towel example, they may not go down to instance level EPC, but there is a need to exchange
granular level EPC. In addition, since container level is relative, we can suppose the lower
level shipping unit EPC to be instance level EPC. From this observation, we assume that
items need to be tracked by instance level in this thesis.
3.2.2. Supply chain range
Supply chain range is the issue of how we define supply chain starts and ends. Supply chain
start can be defined from raw material, subassembly or work-in-process (WIP), or finished
goods; and end can be defined as delivery to retail store, delivery to customer house and so
forth. End may go beyond those and be defined considering scrapping or recycling.
However, except for combining and separating processes which make one or more products
out of one or more components, business process can be defined as a collection of the
physical object moves: raw material moves from the raw material supplier to the
manufacturer, finished goods move from the manufacturer to the retailer, and scraps move
from the customer to the wrecker.
Based on this observation, we decide to start with finished goods move from one company to
another company for the requirement analysis in Chapter 4 and then model EPC-IS interface
to meet the requirements. After that, we add complexity to the model in Chapter 6 by
evaluating the model with the assembly process.
3.2.3. Server with EPC-IS existence
Existence of the server with EPC-IS is a fundamental assumption in this thesis, but size of the
company may affect the existence of the server. It is reasonable to assume that big enterprises
have servers, but it may not be true for small companies. If a small manufacturer does not
have a server with EPC-IS but its trading partner requires the manufacturer to keep
information of their products, what does the small manufacturer do? One possible scenario is
to outsource the maintenance of physical object information to a third party. In this way, the
company does not physically own a server but still keeps information of the products.
Therefore, we assume the existence of servers with EPC-IS in any business entity in this
thesis.
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3.2.4. B2B connection
Before companies start using the Auto-ID technologies, they may have already established
connections with other technologies, such as Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) or B2B
Integration (B2Bi). In this case, they have a choice of using the existing connection or setting
up another connection using the Auto-ID technologies. If they decide to use EDI, what they
have to do is to define messages (or modify existing messages) for EPC-IS and develop
mapping rules between the EDI message and the EPC-IS interface. They need to do the same
thing when they decide to use B2Bi.
On the other hand, if they decide to use the Auto-ID technologies, they need to set up a new
connection. In this case, if they have an existing connection, it will become redundant. It is
reasonable to assume that companies abandon the redundant infrastructure or merge them
with the new connection. Based on these observations, we assume that all the companies are
using or will use Auto-ID technologies even if they have EDI/B2Bi connections.
3.3. Methodology
The methodology we follow in this thesis has three steps: 1) Requirement Analysis, 2)
Modeling, and 3) Evaluation. In the Requirement Analysis step, we define generic business
processes. One of the reasons why EPC-IS interface specifications have not been published is
the lack of business processes with EPC-IS, so we define generic business processes by
investigating current trials and expected business processes for RFID. After we specify these
business processes, we identify the requirements for the EPC-IS interface.
In the Modeling step, we model architecture of the EPC-IS interface. Since the requirements
are not comprehensive, we do not suppose that this model is used as a standard. However,
this architecture of the EPC-IS interface and the ways in which it is used will be applicable to
a new standard.
In the Evaluation step, we evaluate the model we propose in the previous step with problems
identified in the trials and the further possible business processes. With this evaluation step,
we modify the model if necessary and improve the robustness of the architecture.
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4. Requirement Analysis
In this chapter, we define generic business processes so that the requirements for EPC-IS
interface are derived from the business processes.
4.1. Business process selection
The business processes we choose characterize the information flow in which the servers with
EPC-IS is involved. One main characteristic is the type of data that those servers store. Since
servers store data for both the product-level and the instance-level, we define the business
processes to deal with these two types of data. Another data type that those servers handle is
historical data, which is the event record of a specific instance when it is detected by readers.
We also define the business processes that utilize this historical data. We see the classification
of the product-level historical data, such as changes in a component of an assembly product.
However, this kind of change is also categorized as a product attribute change, which can be
managed as the product-level property. Therefore, we consider only instance-level for the
historical data.
Based on the analysis above, we define four generic business processes: 1) query
product-level data business process, 2) query instance-level data business process, 3) query
location data business process, and 4) query path data business process.
Regarding the system layout, we premise the structure in Figure 4-1-1. We assume two
companies, and the difference is indicated by the suffix. We also assume that ONS is public
so that both companies can use the ONS equally. Regarding Savant, we assume two layers.
Savantl and Savant2 are connected to servers with EPC-IS (we represent these servers as
EPC-IS in the system layout) and the enterprise application, and Savantl-1 - Savantl-3 and
Savant2-1 - Savant2-3 are connected to readers and Savantl, Savant2 respectively. EPC-IS1
stores the property data of items and the historical data that is detected by Readerl-1 -
Readerl-3, whereas EPC-IS2 stores the historical data that is detected by Reader2-1 -
Reader2-3. The enterprise application controls business transaction data, such as purchase
orders and advance ship notices, and also provides the interface for business process
operations.
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Figure 4-1-1: System layout for the generic business processes
4.2. Query product-level data business process
4.2.1. Overview
Query product-level data business process is the business process that is executed when
Company2 queries the product-level data of a product to Companyl's server (with EPC-IS)
which stores the data of products. Preconditions of this business process are that these
companies settle terms and conditions about this business process', original product data is
stored in the Enterprise Applicationl, and Companyl and Company2 implement the Auto-ID
infrastructure.
4.2.2. Business process flow
Figure 4-2-1 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
IArticles that companies in the business process need to settle before the transactions are: the way to
exchange business documents except for the messages we deal with, such as purchase order; the location
of each Auto-ID compliant readers; and the technical specifications that are necessary to connect servers
with EPC-IS, such as IP address.
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1. Register product information: Original product-level data stored in the Enterprise
Application l is sent to the EPC-IS1. When the data is registered successfully, an
acknowledgement message returns to the Enterprise Application 1.
2. Register EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the product-level EPC
and the EPC-IS1 location is registered to the ONS. If the data is registered
successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the enterprise application.
3. Send EPC to a server of the trading partner: After the product-level information is
registered in the EPC-IS1, the data is sent to the EPC-IS2. Timing of the data update
and the attributes of the product data may be defined in terms and conditions. When
the data is sent successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the EPC-IS1.
4. Send EPC from the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2: After the step 3, the
EPC-IS2 sends the EPC to the Enterprise Application2. When the data is sent
successfully, an acknowledge message returns to the EPC-IS2. The data that the
Enterprise Application2 receives depends on the data sent from the EPC-IS1, but the
Enterprise Application2 can get the EPC at least. This message can be asynchronous
to the step and 3. In this business process, we assume that sending a message from
the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2, but this assumption is equivalent to the
procedure that the Enterprise Application2 queries the EPC to the EPC-IS2.
5. Query the product-level data from the Enterprise Application2 to the EPC-IS2: After
the step 4, the Enterprise Application2 has the product-level EPC of a specific product.
Suppose an employee wants to know the size of the product, he operates the
Enterprise Application2 and the Enterprise Application2 sends a query to the
EPC-IS2.
6. EPC-IS look-up: After the step 5, the EPC-IS2 looks up the location of servers which
store the data of a specific EPC by sending a query to the ONS. In this case, the
EPC-IS2 gets the location information of the EPC-IS 1.
7. Query the product-level data from the EPC-IS2 to the EPC-ISI: After the step 6, the
EPC-IS2 recognizes the location of the EPC-ISl. Then the EPC-IS2 queries the
product-level data of a specific product to the EPC-ISI and gets the necessary
information.
8. Response from the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2: In response to the step 5,
the EPC-IS2 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application2. The response
contains the data that the EPC-IS2 receives in the step 7.
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4.3. Query instance-level data business process
4.3.1. Overview
Query instance-level data business process is the business process that is executed when
Company2 queries the instance-level data of a product to Companyl's server (with EPC-IS)
which stores the instance-level property data. Preconditions of this business process are that
these companies settle terms and conditions about this business process, original product data
is stored in the Enterprise Applicationl, Company2 has already received the product level
data and placed an order to Companyl, and they implement the Auto-ID infrastructure.
4.3.2. Business process flow
Figure 4-3-1 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Send the instance-level data with the EPC to the EPC-IS1: When each instance is
scanned and the relevant data is inputted from one of the Savants, the data is sent to
the EPC-IS1 from the Savantl. When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge
message returns to the Savant l.
2. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the instance-level
EPC and the EPC-IS1 location is registered to the ONS. If the data is registered
successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the Savantl.
3. Send order information (order level) from the Enterprise Application 1 to the Savantl:
Based on the order Companyl received from Company2, the Enterprise Applicationl
sends an identifier of the purchase order, the product-level EPC and the quantity to
the Savantl.2 When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge message returns to
the Enterprise Application 1.
4. Send order information (instance level) from the Savantl to the EPC-ISI: After the
step 3, each order is linked with the individual EPC. Then the individual EPC with the
relevant information (e.g., order identifier) is sent to the EPC-ISI and registered.
When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge message returns to the Savantl.
5. Query shipping information from the Enterprise Applicationl to the EPC-IS1: After
the step 4, the Enterprise Applicationl queries shipping information (EPC of item,
case, pallet etc.) to send an advance ship notice to Company2. The key of the query is
2 We assume that Company2 assigns purchase order identifier and Companyl uses the same identifier. In
the real practice, companies that receive purchase orders from their trading partner assign their own
identifier, but they also maintain transform tables that link receiver's identifier with sender's identifier. We
also assume that Companyl sends purchase order identifier that Company2 assigns when Companyl sends
any messages related to the original purchase order.
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the order identifier that the Enterprise Application 1 sends to the Savantl previously.
6. Send an advance ship notice to Company2: After the step 5, the Enterprise
Applicationl sends an advance ship notice to Company2. We assume the Enterprise
Applicationl sends an advance ship notice to the EPC-IS1 and then the EPC-IS1
sends an advance ship notice to the EPC-IS2, but this information may be sent via
EDI/B2Bi connection if they have a connection. We also assume the EPC-IS2 pushes
an advance ship notice to the Enterprise Application2, but the Enterprise Application2
may query information to the EPC-IS2.
7. Query the instance-level data from the Enterprise Application2 to the EPC-IS2: After
the step 6, the Enterprise Application2 has the instance-level EPC of the items that
Company2 orders. Suppose an employee wants to know the expiration date of the
individual item, he operates the Enterprise Application2 and the Enterprise
Application2 sends a query to the EPC-IS2.
8. EPC-IS2 look-up: After the step 7, the EPC-IS2 looks up the location of servers
which store the data of a specific EPC by sending a query to the ONS. In this case, the
EPC-IS2 gets the location information of the EPC-IS 1.
9. Query the instance-level data from the EPC-IS2 to the EPC-IS 1: After the step 8, the
EPC-IS2 recognizes the location of the EPC-IS1. Then the EPC-IS2 queries the
instance-level data of a specific individual item to the EPC-IS1 and gets the
information.
10. Response from the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2: In response to the step 7,
the EPC-IS2 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application2. The response
contains the data that the EPC-IS2 receives in the step 9.
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4.4. Query location data business process
4.4.1. Overview
Query location data business process is the business process that is executed when Company2
queries current location data of an individual item to the server which stores location data.
Location data is stored in the server of Companyl, Company2 and the party which handles
the item and stores the data. Preconditions of this business process are that these companies
settle terms and conditions about this business process, original product data is stored in the
Enterprise Applicationl, Company2 has already received product level data and placed an
order to Companyl, and they implement the Auto-ID infrastructure.
4.4.2. Business process flow
Figure 4-4-1 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Send the instance-level data with the EPC to the EPC-ISI: When each instance is
scanned and the relevant data is inputted from one of the Savants, the data is sent to
the EPC-IS1 from the Savantl. When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge
message returns to the Savantl.
2. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the instance-level
EPC and the EPC-IS1 location is registered to the ONS. If the data is registered
successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the Savantl.
3. Send order information (order level) from the Enterprise Applicationl to the Savantl:
Based on the order Companyl received from Company2, the Enterprise Applicationl
sends an identifier of the purchase order, the product-level EPC and the quantity to
the Savantl. When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge message returns to
the Enterprise Application 1.
4. Send the order information (instance level) from the Savantl to the EPC-IS1: After
the step 3, each order is linked to the individual EPC. Then the individual EPC with
the relevant information (e.g., order identifier) is sent to the EPC-IS1 and registered.
When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge message returns to the Savantl.
5. Query shipping information from the Enterprise Applicationl to the EPC-IS1: After
the step 4, the Enterprise Applicationl queries shipping information (EPC of item,
case, pallet etc.) to send an advance ship notice to Company2. The key of the query is
the order identifier that the Enterprise Application 1 sends to the Savant l previously.
6. Send an advance ship notice to Company2: After the step 5, the Enterprise
Applicationl sends an advance ship notice to Company2. We assume the Enterprise
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Application l sends an advance ship notice to the EPC-IS1 and then the EPC-ISI
sends an advance ship notice to the EPC-IS2, but this information may be sent via
EDI/B2Bi connection if they have a connection. We also assume the EPC-IS2 pushes
an advance ship notice to the Enterprise Application2, but the Enterprise Application2
may query information to the EPC-IS2.
7. Send the detected data from the Savantl to the EPC-IS1: When the items are shipped,
they are scanned by the readers and the data is sent from the Savantl to the EPC-IS1.
In this sample process, we assume the Savantl-1 is located at Companyl's plant and
the Savantl-2 and the Savantl-3 are located at the distribution center of Companyl.
When they are scanned, the data is first sent from the Savantl-2 to the Savantl, and
then the Savantl sends the data to the EPC-IS 1. When the data is sent successfully, an
acknowledge message returns to the Sanvantl.
8. Query the instance-level data from the Enterprise Application2 to the EPC-IS2: After
the step 6, the Enterprise Application2 has the instance-level EPC of the items that
Company2 orders. Suppose an employee wants to know the location of the individual
item, he operates the Enterprise Application2, and the Enterprise Application2 sends a
query to the EPC-IS2.
9. EPC-IS2 look-up: After the step 8, the EPC-IS2 looks up the location of servers
which store the data of a specific EPC by sending a query to the ONS. In this case, the
EPC-IS2 gets the location information of the EPC-IS 1.
10. Query the instance-level data from the EPC-IS2 to the EPC-IS 1: After the step 9, the
EPC-IS2 recognizes the location of the EPC-IS1. Then the EPC-IS2 queries the
instance-level data (location data) of a specific individual item to the EPC-IS 1 and
gets the information.
11. Response from the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2: In response to the step 8,
the EPC-IS2 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application2. The response
contains the data that the EPC-IS2 receives in the step 10.
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4.5. Query path data business process
4.5.1. Overview
Query path data business process is the business process that is executed when Company2
queries the path data that an individual item takes by using the EPC that is originally sent by
Companyl. The event data is stored by the servers of Companyl, Company2 and the other
parties which handle the item. With this business process, Company2 can retrieve EPC of
readers that have scanned the specific instances, and, from EPCs of these readers and the
location information of them, which are received by Company2 in terms and conditions,
Company2 can trace the physical route that these instances have taken. Preconditions of this
business process are that these companies settle terms and conditions about this business
process, original product data is stored in the Enterprise Applicationl, Company2 has already
received the product level data and placed an order to Companyl, and they implement the
Auto-ID infrastructure.
4.5.2. Business process flow
Figure 4-5-1 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Send the instance-level data with the EPC to the EPC-IS1: When each instance is
scanned and the relevant data is inputted from one of the Savants, the data is sent to
the EPC-IS1 from the Savantl. When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge
message returns to the Savant l.
2. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the instance-level
EPC and the EPC-ISI location is registered to the ONS. If the data is registered
successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the Savantl.
3. Send order information (order level) from the Enterprise Applicationl to the Savantl:
Based on the order Companyl received from Company2, the Enterprise Application Il
sends an identifier of the purchase order, the product-level EPC and the quantity to
the Savantl. When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge message returns to
the Enterprise Application 1.
4. Send order information (instance level) from the Savantl to the EPC-ISI: After the
step 3, each order is linked to the individual EPC. Then the individual EPC with the
relevant information (e.g., order identifier) is sent to the EPC-IS1 and registered.
When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge message returns to the Savantl.
5. Query shipping information from the Enterprise Applicationl to the EPC-ISI: After
the step 4, the Enterprise Applicationl queries shipping information (EPC of item,
case, pallet etc.) to send an advance ship notice to Company2. The key of the query is
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the order identifier that the Enterprise Application 1 sends to the Savantl previously.
6. Send an advance ship notice to Company2: After the step 5, the Enterprise
Application l sends an advance ship notice to Company2. We assume the Enterprise
Applicationl sends an advance ship notice to the EPC-IS1 and then the EPC-ISI
sends an advance ship notice to the EPC-IS2, but this information may be sent via
EDI/B2Bi connection if they have a connection. We also assume that the EPC-IS2
pushes an advance ship notice to the Enterprise Application2, but the Enterprise
Application2 may query new information to the EPC-IS2.
7. Send detected data from the Savant to the server: When the items are shipped, they
are scanned by the readers and the data is sent from Savant to the servers. In this
sample process, we assume the Savantl-1, the Savantl-2, and the Savantl-3 are
located at Companyl's facility and the Savant2-1, the Savant2-2 and the Savant2-3
are located at Company2's facility. All these Savants are called edge Savant. When
scanned, the data is first sent from the edge Savant to the Savantl or the Savant2, and
then each Savant sends the data to the server with EPC-IS in the facility. When the
data is sent successfully, an acknowledge messages return to the Savants which send
the message to each server.
8. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the instance-level
EPC and the EPC-IS2 location is registered to the ONS at Company2 side. If the data
is registered successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the Savant2.
9. Query the instance-level data from the Enterprise Application2 to the EPC-IS2: After
the step 6, the Enterprise Application2 has the instance-level EPC of the items
Company2 orders. Suppose an employee wants to know the path that the individual
item takes, he operates the Enterprise Application2 and the Enterprise Application2
sends a query to the EPC-IS2.
10. EPC-IS2 look-up: After the step 9, the EPC-IS2 looks up the location of severs which
store the data of a specific EPC by sending a query to the ONS. In this case, the
EPC-IS2 gets the location information of the EPC-IS I and the EPC-IS2 itself.
11. Query the instance-level data from the EPC-IS2 to the EPC-IS1: After the step 10, the
EPC-IS2 recognizes the location of the EPC-IS1. Then the EPC-IS2 queries the
instance-level data of a specific individual item to the EPC-IS1 and gets the
information.
12. Response from the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2: In response to the step 9,
the EPC-IS2 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application2. The response
contains both path data that the EPC-IS2 receives in the stepll and path data the
EPC-IS2 stores.
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4.6. Exceptions
4.6.1. Overview
In addition to the generic business processes, we include exception business processes. We
assume two types of exceptions: exceptions that happened after a system component received
a notify message, and exceptions that happened after a system component received a query
message. We exclude the exceptions that happen on account of the messaging protocol layer
and the lower layer errors.
4.6.2. Business process flow for notify exception
Figure 4-6-1 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Register the product information: Original product-level data stored in the Enterprise
Applicationl is sent to the EPC-IS1. When the data is registered successfully, an
acknowledgement message returns to the Enterprise Application 1.
2. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the product-level
EPC and the EPC-IS1 location is registered to the ONS. If the data is registered
successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the enterprise application.
3. Send the EPC to the server of the trading partner: After the product-level information
is registered in the EPC-IS 1, the data is sent to the EPC-IS2. Here we assume a case
that the data is sent to the EPC-IS2, but the EPC-IS2 does not register the data for
some reason. The EPC-IS2 sends an exception message back to the EPC-IS1, and the
EPC-IS1 sends an exception message to the original requester, the Enterprise
Applicaiton 1.3
4.6.3. Business process flow for query exception
Figure 4-6-2 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Register the product information: Original product-level data stored in the Enterprise
Application 1 is sent to the EPC-IS1. When the data is registered successfully, an
acknowledgement message returns to the Enterprise Application 1.
3 We see the necessity of another message that deals with recovering the data integrity after an exception
occurs, but we exclude this issue out of the thesis's scope.
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2. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the product-level EPC
and the EPC-IS 1 location is registered to the ONS. If the data is registered successfully,
an acknowledgement message returns to the enterprise application.
3. Send the EPC to a server of the trading partner: After the product-level information is
registered in the EPC-IS 1, the data is sent to the EPC-IS2. Timing of the data update and
the attributes of the product data may be defined in terms and conditions. When the data
is sent successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the EPC-IS 1.
4. Send the EPC from the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2: After the step 3, the
EPC-IS2 sends the EPC to the Enterprise Application2. When the data is sent
successfully, an acknowledge message returns to the EPC-IS2. The data that the
Enterprise Application2 receives depends on the data sent from the EPC-IS1, but the
Enterprise Application2 can get the EPC at least. This message can be asynchronous to
the step 1 and 3. In this business process, we assume that sending a message from the
EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2, but this assumption is equivalent to the
procedure that the Enterprise Application2 queries the EPC to the EPC-IS2.
5. Query the product-level data from the Enterprise Application2 to the EPC-IS2: After the
step 4, the Enterprise Application2 has the product-level EPC of a specific product.
Suppose an employee wants to know the size of the product, he operates the Enterprise
Application2 and the Enterprise Application2 sends a query to the EPC-IS2.
6. EPC-IS look-up: After the step 5, the EPC-IS2 looks up the location of servers which
store the data of a specific EPC by sending a query to the ONS. In this case, the EPC-IS2
gets the location information of the EPC-IS 1.
7. Query the product-level data from the EPC-IS2 to the EPC-IS1: After the step 6, the
EPC-IS2 recognizes the location of the EPC-IS1. Then the EPC-IS2 queries the
product-level data of a specific product to the EPC-IS 1. Here we assume a case that the
query is sent to the EPC-IS 1, but the EPC-IS 1 does not retrieve the data for some reason.
The EPC-IS2 sends an exception response message back to the EPC-IS2, and the
EPC-IS2 sends an exception response message back to the original requester, the
Enterprise Applicaiton2.
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4.7. Requirement definition
From the generic business processes we defined in the previous section, we distill the
requirements for EPC-IS interface.
4.7.1. Message types
From the generic business processes, we find that three types of messages are necessary for
EPC-IS: Notify message, Query/Response message, and Acknowledge message. The Notify
message is used when the Enterprise Application, Savant, EPC-IS or other Auto-ID compliant
components create the data that is supposed to be stored in the server with EPC-IS. This
message is also used when these software components ask servers with EPC-IS for
transferring another Notify message with additional data stored in the servers. It is used for
both property data and historical data, and can send data of multiple products and instances.
The Query message is used when the Enterprise Application, EPC-IS or other Auto-ID
compliant components query the data to servers with EPC-IS, and Response message is the
response to the query. The key for the query may be EPC, property data, date time stamp of
historical data, and any other data defined in the message exchange.
The Acknowledge message is used to acknowledge the receipt of the Notify message. A
sending system component uses the Acknowledge message to confirm that the Notify
message has arrived at the receiving component. However, the use depends on the business
context. The message may send either message level result or the product/instance level
result.
4.7.2. Scalability of the message
Although four generic business processes are based on the RFID implementation trials and
the expected business processes of RFID, they do not cover all the business processes with
EPC-IS. Therefore, the model needs to have scalability to accommodate other business
processes and future business processes.
4.7.3. Data type
From the generic business processes, we find that EPC-IS must be able to deal both property
data and historical data, and the property data consists of product-level property data and
instance-level property data.
Actions required from the property data are create, update and query, but it is conceivable that
delete action is necessary as well. The historical data is stored when an event occurs to each
individual item. Attributes which need to be stored are event type, EPC of the subjected item,
date time stamp, and the relevant data, such as reader EPC.
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4.7.4. Mechanism to translate historical data into business process
The historical data is stored in accordance with the event type. On the other hand, the
business processes which utilize this historical data may not just check the existence of a
specific individual item, which is directly known from the historical data. If a company wants
to know the path of an individual item, some mechanism that translates the plain historical
data into required the business process (e.g., query path of individual item) is necessary.
There are two types of procedures for this mechanism: one is the local procedure and the
other is the remote procedure. Since functions of EPC-IS are not determined, EPC-IS
interface needs to cover both procedures.
Local Procedure Remote Procedure
EPC-IS2 EnterpriseApplication2
EPC-IS2 receives "Query path" order with
EPC from Enterprise Application2 and control
query (query for existence) to EPC-IS1.
Finally EPC-IS2 consolidates the query
results and replies answer of original order to
Enterprise Application2
EPC-IS2 receives "Query path" order with
EPC from Enterprise Application2 and
sends same query to EPC-IS1. EPC-IS1
processes query and sends back result.
EPC-IS2 replies answer of original order to
Enterprise Application2
Figure 4-6-1: Types of procedure
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5. Modeling
In this chapter we develop the architecture of EPC-IS based on the requirements we define in
Chapter 4. Since the generic business processes are not concrete enough to develop standard
specifications, the architecture model proposed in this chapter is not used as a standard as it is.
However, the fundamental structure is applicable to a new standard.
5.1. Modeling direction
From the requirement analysis, one key requirement for the modeling is scalability. There are
two reasons: one is that functions of EPC-IS have not been determined, and the other is that
Auto-ID technologies are applied to many industries, which may have requirements different
from our assumptions. In order to guarantee the scalability, we adopt a two-layer structure for
EPC-IS interface: 1) message structure and 2) dictionary structure. For the dictionary
structure, we also adopt Action class, which describes the event of the historical data and the
action to the property data, and Value class, which is an attribute of Action class.
5.1.1. Separation of message structure from dictionary structure
In order to guarantee the scalability, we take into account the maintenance cycle of the
message structure and the components embedded in it. Generally the need for changing
component requirement is more frequent than that for the message. If properties of physical
objects are embedded in the message as XML tags, for example, if we send a box-shape
product and model tags like <height>, <depth>, and <width> in the message, every time
items of a new shape need to be sent, the entire message needs to be modified, even if
fundamental message structure may not need to be modified. Therefore, we model the
message structure and the components separately, and propose the way to maintain those
components with the dictionary.
5.1.2. Meaning of adopting Dictionary
If the components in the messages are separately defined in the dictionary, the dictionary is a
vocabulary set used to describe physical objects, which is equivalent to the PML Extension.
By separating the components from the message, we propose the architecture of both EPC-IS
and the PML Extension.
5.1.3. Dictionary structure
We define a schema of the dictionary by analyzing the data that needs to be stored in the
dictionary. Table 5-1-1 shows the data structure for the property data. There are two types of
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actions for the property data: one is for operating data stored in the servers, and the other is
for asking data transmission to other servers. The actions for the data operation are "create,"
"update," and "delete," and the data for these actions includes EPC of the subjected item and
the relevant data, such as size, expiration date, and the related business document of the item.
Unit of measure and format of the value are also necessary for the property data.
On the other hand, the Action for the data transmission is "notify," and the data includes the
shipment identifier, the purchase order identifier, the EPC of the shipped item, and the
company profile. Details are defined in terms and conditions.
Considering the consistency of the data structure, we assume that we will use EPC for the
document identifier, such as a shipment identifier and a purchase order identifier. There is no
impact of this assumption for the dictionary schema. With this assumption, the format of the
shipment identifier becomes EPC format, and without this assumption, it may be free form.
Table 5-1-1 Structure for the property data
Action Key Relevant data
Create, EPC of instance, Size, expiration date,
Update, Delete EPC of product business document
Notify Shipment identifier Purchase order identifier,
(EPC) EPC of shipped items,
company profile
The same structure is applied to the historical data. The Actions for the historical data are
events, such as "detect." The key for the historical data is EPC of the subjected individual
item, and the relevant data, such as the date time stamp and the reader EPC, needs to be
collected. (Table 5-1-2)
Table 5-1-2 Structure for the historical data
From this observation, we propose the same dictionary schema structure for the property data
and the historical data.
5.2. Dictionary
From what we observed, we propose the same dictionary schema for both property data and
historical data. We use the UML Class Diagram for the dictionary schema design [24]. Figure
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5-2-1 shows the schema for both dictionaries and Table 5-2-1 shows the description of each
class. The instances of the dictionary are listed in the appendix.
Based on the data structure, we observe that each action takes more than one pieces of
relevant data but that the amount of data is different in each case. Therefore, we develop
Value class separate from Action class and link them with identifiers. By defining Action
class as separate from Value class, we also include the mechanism of the local procedure and
the remote procedure; the instance of Action class can be defined either as "query detect data"
or "query path data." The relevant data, which is different in each case, can also be defined
separately.
We also understand the need to aggregate Value class when a set of values has some special
business meanings. For example street, city, state, zip, and country are individual values, but
usually they are for specific business entities, such as the manufacturer address and the
retailer address. Therefore, we develop ValueSet class and link it with Action class and Value
class. We also understand that, in some cases, aggregation has multiple layers, so we add
recursive structure to ValueSet class.
There are several ways to exchange units of measure among Auto-ID components, but to
reduce the data size and the conversion load of each component, we propose to define unit of
measure in the dictionary. This unit of measure is defined as Format class and UOM class
associated with Value class.
Figure 5-2-1: Class diagram of the Dictionary schema
Table 5-2-1: Class description of the Dictionary schema
Class Name Description
Dictionary Class for the dictionary
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Class Name Description
Identifier Class for the dictionary identifier. Instances of this class are
Event and Property.
MajRev Class for the major dictionary revision.
MinRev Class for the minor dictionary revision.
Date Class for the date of issue.
DictionaryEntity Abstract class for the classes used in the Dictionary schema.
Name Class for the name of the Action, ValueSet, and Value class.
Desc Class for the description of the Action, ElementSet, and Element
class.
Action Class to describe the event in the Event dictionary and the action
in the Property dictionary.
ValueSetld Class to indicate the relationship between the Action and the
ValueSet class. Identifiers of the ValueSet class are the instance
of this class.
Valueld Class to indicate the relationship between the Action and the
Value class. Identifiers of the Value class are the instance of this
class.
ValueSet Class to aggregate the ValueSet or the Value class. This class
does not have any instances.
Value Class to aggregate the value of the dictionary property. This class
does not have any instances.
Format Class to define the format of the property. This class may not be
used in the Event dictionary.
UOM Class to define the unit of measure of the property. This class
may not be used in the Event dictionary.
5.3. Message
From what we observed in section 5.1, we propose message schemas for the Notify message,
the Query/Response message, and the Acknowledge message. We use UML Class Diagram to
model these schemas [25].
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5.3.1. Notify message
Figure 5-3-1 shows the message structure of the Notify message, and Table 5-3-1 shows the
description of each class and property.
The BusinessDocument class is an abstract class for all the messages. The Notify class is
specialized from the BusinessDocument class. The relation between the Notify class and the
PhysicalObject class is one to many in order for Savant to send data of multiple physical
objects. The PhysicalObject class has EPC as a property. Properties of the Action class,
dicRef and ver, come from the dictionary schema. By using identifier defined in the
dictionaries, a sender and a receiver can identify the action of the data. The relation between
the PhysicalObject class and the Action class is one to many. With this structure, Savant can
send multiple events of a physical object.
The Action class has two associated classes, the ElementSet class and the Element class. The
ElementSet class and the Element class correspond to the ValueSet class and the Value class
in the dictionary schema, respectively. This is because some instances of the Action class are
associated with instances of the Value class directly; and others are associated with instances
of the ValueSets class first, and then instances of the ValueSets class are associated with
instances of the Value class. Since an instance of the Action class needs at least one
associated instance of either the ElementSet or the Elment class, there is a constraint between
the ElementSet class and the Element class. The reason why the ElementSet class has
recursive structure is the same as that of dictionary structure. With this structure, the physical
address of a shipping facility of a manufacturer is modeled by defining the ship from location
and the manufacturer as instances of the ValueSet class and the physical address as an
instance of the Value class.
The Element class has the Value class for its associated class. The Value class takes historical
data and property data as its instance. Since the instances of each class are always defined in
pair in the dictionaries, the relation between the Element class and the Value class is one to
one.
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Figure 5-3-1: Class Diagram of the Notify message
Table 5-3-1: Class and property description of the Notify message
Class Name Description
BusinessDocument Abstract class for the business message. The Notify class, the
Query/Response classes and the Acknowledge class are the
generalized class of this abstract class.
DateTime The data time stamp for the message sent.
DocumentType Either "notify," "query," "response," or "acknowledge."
Identifier Identifier of the business message.
Notify Class for the Notify message.
PhysicalObject Class for the subjected physical object. This class has one to
many relation with the Notify class, which means one Notify
message sends the data of multiple physical objects.
Action Class for the action done to the physical objects, which is defined
in the Action class in the dictionary. This class has one to many
relation with the PhysicalObject class, which means multiple
actions are sent about one physical object.
ElementSet Class for the aggregated values of each Action class instance.
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Class Name Description
The Action class takes either the ElementSet class or the Element
class as the child class. This class does not have any instances.
Element Class for the values of each Action class instance. The Action
class takes either the ElementSet class or the Element class as the
child class. This class does not have any instances.
Value Class for the relevant information values of each Action class
instance. The pair of the Name class and the Value class
describes the relevant information of the Action class instance.
dicIdentifier Property to identify the dictionary type and the version.
EPC Property to identify the EPC of the class.
dicRef Property to refer the Action, ValueSet, and Value class instance
of the dictionary.
ver Property to refer the version of each class.
name Property to show the name of each dictionary instance.
id Identifier for the instance.
idref Identifier reference for the instance.
5.3.2. Query/Response message
Figure 5-3-3 shows the message structure of the Query/Response message, and Table 5-3-2
shows the description of each class and property.
The BusinessD)ocument class is an abstract class for all the messages. Both the Query and the
Response class are specialized from the BusinessDocument class. The structure of the
Response class is identical to the Notify class. Since the Query class describes the attributes
that a query sender wants to get, the Query class does not have the PhysicalObject class as an
associated class. If a sender wants to retrieve all the data that are related to one EPC, it can
use the Value class. This query is enabled by the dictionary design that each instance of the
Action class has an EPC as an instance of the associated class of the Action class.
There are several ways to develop instances of the Query message. Since our proposal uses
XML, XML Query (XQuery) proposed at World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) may be
applied [26], 1-27]. However, XQuery is more compatible to the XML with solid tag names
than those with generic tag names like our model. Therefore, we propose a different query
model in this thesis.
Simple query is constructed by sending tags with identifiers defined in the dictionaries. For
example, when a retail company wants to retrieve the reader EPC by which a product is
scanned, the company sends a Query message indicating the required data with tags. In the
sample below, we assume that this company wants to know the EPC of readers that scan a
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product whose EPC is known (um:epc:1.10.100.2). When the trading company receives the
query, it retrieves servers which store historical data and sends back the response. In this
example, two readers scan the product, and EPCs of these readers (um:epc.1.10.110.1 and
urn:epc: 1. 0. .10.2) are sent back to the retail company.
Sample Query Message
<Action dicQuery="EA001-01" name="detect">
<Element dicQuery="EV001-01" name="EPC">
<Value> urn:epc: 1.10.100.2</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="EV003-01" name="ReaderEPC">
<Value></Value>
</Element>
</Action>
Sample Response Message
<PhysicalObject EPC="um:epc: 1.10.100.2">
<Action dicQuery="EA001-01" name="detect">
<Element dicQuery="EV001-01" name="EPC">
<Value> urn:epc: 1.10.100.2</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="EV003-01" name="ReaderEPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.110.1 </Value>
</Element>
</Action>
<Action dicQuery="EA001-01" name="detect">
<Element dicQuery="EV001-01" name="EPC">
<Value> urn:epc: 1.10.100.2</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="EV003-01" name="ReaderEPC">
<Value>urn: epc: 1.10.110.2</Value>
</Element>
</Action>
</PhysicalObject>
Figure5-3-2: Sample instance of the simple query
More complex queries are also developed in the same manner. If a retail company wants to
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know the data scanned during the specific time range, it fills the time range for the Value tag
instance, and if the company wants to know the data scanned by the several readers, it
enumerates EPCs of these readers for the Value tag instance.
Since we understand the need to send back the query result in the Response message, we
designed this mechanism into the Response message. We propose a simple method although
there are several ways to send results. We design a property, called category, which has a list
of values: success, failure, and partial success. If all the results of the specific level, such as
PhysicalObject class level, are the same, either success or failure is selected. When parts of
the results of that level succeed, partial success is selected.
Figure 5-3-3: Class diagram of the Query/Response message
Table 5-3-2: Class and property description of the Query/Response message
Class Name Description
BusinessDocument Abstract class for the business message. The Notify class, the
Query/Response classes and the Acknowledge class are the
generalized class of this abstract class.
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Class Name Description
DateTime The data time stamp for the message sent.
DocumentType Either "notify," "query," "response," or "acknowledge."
Identifier Identifier of the business message.
Query Class for the Query message.
Response Class for the Response message.
PhysicalObject Class for the subjected physical object. This class has one to
many relation with the Response class, which means one
Response message sends the data of multiple physical objects.
Action Class for the action done to the physical objects, which is defined
in the Action class in the dictionary. This class has one to many
relation with the Query class in the Query message, and the
PhysicalObject class in the Response message.
ElementSet Class for the aggregated values of each Action class instance.
The Action class takes either the ElementSet class or the Element
class as the child class. This class does not have any instances.
Element Class for the values of each Action class instance. The Action
class takes either the ElementSet class or the Element class as the
child class. This class does not have any instances.
Value Class for the relevant information values of each Action class
instance. The pair of the Name class and the Value class
describes the relevant information of the Action class instance.
OriginalIdentifier Class for the identifier of the Query message to which the
Response message is response.
Result Class for the result of the query.
Reason Class for the reason when an exception occurs.
dicIdentifier Property to identify the dictionary type and the version.
EPC Property to identify the EPC of the class.
dicRef Property to refer the Action, ValueSet, and Value class instance
of the dictionary.
ver Property to refer the version of each class.
name Property to show the name of each dictionary instance.
category Property to show the result of the Query message. The value for
this property is either "success", "failure", or "partial success.
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Class Name Description
id Identifier for the instance.
idref Identifier reference for the instance.
5.3.3. Acknowledge message
Figure 5-3-4 shows the message structure of the Acknowledge message, and Table 5-3-3
shows the description of each class and property.
The BusinessI)ocument class is an abstract class for all the messages. The Acknowledge class
is specialized from the BusinessDocument class. Since the result of the Notify message may
be defined either message level, PhysicalObject class level, or Action class level, the Result
class is associated with the Acknowledge class, the PhysicalObject class and the Action class.
Results of the Acknowledge message are sent in the same way as the Response message.
Figure 5-3-3: Class diagram of the Acknowledge message
Table 5-3-3: Class and property description of the Acknowledge message
Class Name Description
BusinessDocument Abstract class for the business message. The Notify class, the
Query/Response classes and the Acknowledge class are the
generalized class of this abstract class.
DateTime The data time stamp for the message sent.
DocumentType Either "notify," "query," "response," or "acknowledge."
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Class Name Description
Identifier Identifier of the business message.
Acknowledge Class for the Acknowledge message.
PhysicalObject Class for subjected physical object. This class has one to many
relation with the Acknowledge class, which means one
Acknowledge message sends data of multiple physical objects.
Action Class for the action done to the physical objects, which is defined
in the Action class in the dictionary. This class has one to many
relation with the PhysicalObject class.
OriginalIdentifier Class for the identifier of the Notify message.
Result Class for the result of the Notify message.
Reason Class for the reason when an exception occurs.
dicIdentifier Property to identify the dictionary type and the version.
EPC Property to identify the EPC of the class.
dicRef Property to refer the Action, ValueSet, and Value class instance
of the dictionary.
ver Property to refer the version of each class.
name Property to show the name of each dictionary instance.
category Property to show the result of the Query message. The value for
this property is either "success", "failure", or "partial success.
6. Evaluation
In the previous two chapters, we defined requirements for EPC-IS and, based on the
requirements, we model messages used for EPC-IS as well as the PML Extension as Property
Dictionary and Event Dictionary. In this chapter, we evaluate the model from other
perspectives, such as issues raised in the RFID trials and the expectation towards RFID. The
points we deal with are as follows: 1) imperfect tag detection, 2) security, and 3) further
business processes.
6.1. Imperfect tag detection
Although RFID obviates the need for contact and error rate is considered to be lower than
that of bar code, the read rate is not 100%. From the field trial conducted by Auto-ID Lab,
read rate was about 97% [28]. This rate will become worse when items are packed in cases or
cases are loaded on pallets.
In order to increase read rate, companies start thinking about using the EPC of the case as a
representing EPC of its entire items and the EPC of the pallet as a representing EPC of the
cases on it and so forth. Suppose cases that are loaded on a pallet are sent from location A to
location B, the relation between the EPCs of each case and the EPC of the pallet can be
linked at location A. If the relation is successfully linked and operators at location B can use
the data, they deem all the cases are arrived when they scan the EPC of the pallet. This
technique is called aggregation, association or inferred reading [29].
In order to realize this inferred reading, there are three things that need to be done: the event
of aggregation and disaggregation need to be defined, the historical data needs to be stored,
and the data needs to be effectively retrieved by Query/Response message from the receiving
company.
Table 6-1-1 shows the event data for aggregation and disaggregation. Attributes of the events
are similar to detect event previously defined in the requirement analysis. This means that
these events are accommodated with the Event Dictionary and that the messages modeled in
Chapter 5 can handle the historical data of these events.
Table 6-1-1 Structure of aggregation and disaggregation event
Action Key Relevant information
Aggregate EPC of instance Date time stamp, Reader
EPC, Aggregated EPCs,
Aggregation direction(*)
Disaggregate EPC of instance Date time stamp, Reader
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Action Key Relevant information
EPC, disaggregated EPC
(*) Aggregation needs at least two types of physical objects: upper layer
object such as container and pallet, and lower layer object such as item
and case. This direction shows the relation between two physical objects.
A problem occurs when either items in a case or cases on a pallet are lost during
transportation. If the actual reading and the inferred reading are recorded equally, one can not
tell the difference and it becomes impossible to trace the path of each item. Therefore, the
actual reading and the inferred reading should be recorded differently. In order to include this
new requirement, we add a new class, the InferredReading class, as an associated class of the
Action class.
Considering the data structure of the Notify message and the Response message, the same
modification, adding the InferredReading class, needs to be done for the Response message
as well.
Figure 6-1-1: Modified class diagram for the Notify message
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Figure 6-1-2: Modified class diagram for the Query/Response message
6.2. Security
Security is one of the most significant issues for the information system implementation.
Security issues for the message exchange are categorized as Authorization, Authentication,
Non-Repudiation, Confidentiality, and Integrity.
When considering the security issues, there are two important things that need to be
considered: 1) the relation between the owner of a server which stores physical object data
and the owner of a software component which accesses to the server, and 2) the messaging
protocol technology used between the server and the software component.
If the server is accessed from a Savant in the same company, the security level of this
connection could be lower than that when the server is accessed from a software component
in the trading partner. This is also dependent on the nature of the data which is accessed. If
the data is product-level property data, such as size, manufacturer, and other technical
specifications, there may be few security issues. Just as the catalog information is accessed
almost freely by everyone who uses the Internet.
From this observation that the data exchanged is the same but the security level may change
dependent on the relation between owners, we conclude that the security issues should be
taken care of not by the message schema but by the lower layer, which is the messaging
protocol.
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There are a couple of messaging protocols which may be used to exchange the physical
object information. If both a server which stores data of physical objects and a software
component which accesses to the server are located in the same company's network, they
may be connected with MQ technology or JMS, whereas if a software component is outside
of the company's network, SOAP is the strong candidate to connect servers [30], [311, [32].
The important thing here is that each messaging protocol has its own mechanism to guarantee
the security issues. Therefore, we propose that the security issues are not taken care by the
message schema but by the messaging protocols that are selected based on the business
requirements.
6.3. Further business processes
One of the highly expected business processes for the RFID technologies is the process to
track and trace physical object movement. Although we developed a track business process
and a trace business process as the generic business processes and modeled EPC-IS based on
them, the model might not meet the future business requirements. Therefore, after this section,
we will evaluate our model with further complex business processes: 1) handling trace
business process, 2) assembly trace business process, and 3) order track business process.
6.4. Handling trace business process
Handling trace business process is useful in such cases as the international shipment which
requires handling by many different companies and pharmaceutical tracing which may be
legislated in some of the states [33].
Regarding the system layout, we premise the structure described in Figure 6-4-1. We assume
four companies, and the difference is indicated by the suffix. We also assume that ONS is
public so that every company can use the ONS equally. Regarding Savant, we assume a
one-layer structure. Each Savant is connected to a server with EPC-IS (we represent this
server as EPC-IS in the system layout). Savantl and Savant4 are also linked with the
enterprise application. EPC-IS 1 stores the property data of items and the historical data that is
detected by Readerl, whereas EPC-IS2, EPC-IS3, and EPC-IS4 store the historical data that
is detected by Reader2, Reader3 and Reader4, respectively. The enterprise application
controls business transaction data, such as purchase order and advance ship notice, and also
provides the interface of business process to operators.
Preconditions of this business process are that all the companies settle terms and conditions
about this business process, original product data is stored in the Enterprise Application 1 and
the Enterprise Application2, Company4 has already received the product level data and
placed an order to Company I, and Company 1 -4 implement the Auto-ID infrastructure.
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Figure 6-4-1: System layout for the handling trace business process
6.4.1. Business process flow
Figure 6-4-2 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Send the instance-level data of the items to Company4: The instance-level data is sent
from Companyl to Company4. The process is the same as that of the Query
instance-level data business process. (See flow explanation of the Query
instance-level data business process step 1 through 6.)
2. Send the detected data from the Savants to the EPC-ISs: When the items are shipped,
they are scanned by the readers and the data is sent from the Savant of each company
to the server with EPC-IS of each company. In this sample process, we assume that
the Savant2, the Savant3 and the Savant4 are located at Company2's Company3's,
and Company4's facility, respectively. When the items are scanned; the data is sent to
the Savant2, the Savant3 and the Savant4; and then the each Savant sends the data to
the server in their facility. When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge
message returns to the Savant which sends the message to the server.
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3. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the instance-level
EPC and the server location is registered to the ONS at Company2, Company3 and
Company4. If the data is registered successfully, acknowledgement messages return
to each Savant.
4. Query the instance-level data from the Enterprise Application4 to the EPC-IS4: After
the step 1, the Enterprise Application4 has the instance-level EPC of the items
Company4 orders. Suppose an employee wants to know the company that the
individual item is handled, he operates the Enterprise Application4 and the Enterprise
Application4 sends a query to the EPC-IS4.
5. EPC-IS4 look-up: After the step 4, the EPC-IS4 looks up the location of servers
which store the data of a specific EPC. In this case, the EPC-IS4 gets the location of
the EPC-IS 1, the EPC-IS2, the EPC-IS3 and the EPC-IS4 itself.
6. Query the instance-level data from the EPC-IS4 to other EPC-ISs: After the step 5,
the EPC-IS4 recognizes the location of other EPC-ISs. Then the EPC-IS4 queries the
instance-level data of a specific individual item to the EPC-IS 1, the EPC-IS2 and the
EPC-IS3 and gets the information.
7. Response from the EPC-IS4 to the Enterprise Application4: In response to the step 4,
the EPC-IS4 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application4. The response
contains all the company data that EPC-IS4 receives in the step 6 and company data
that the EPC-IS4 stores.
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6.4.2. Requirement analysis
Based on the business flow defined in the previous section, we identify the need for defining
an event for handling. The event is described in Table 6-4-2. Attributes of the event are
similar to the events previously defined. This means that this event is also accommodated
with the Event Dictionary and that the messages modeled in Chapter 5 can handle the
historical data of this event.
Table 6-4-2 Structure of the handling event
Action Key Relevant information
Handle EPC of instance Date time stamp, Reader
EPC, business entity which
handles the instance
6.5. Assembly trace business process
Assembly trace business process is useful in such cases as tracing hazardous materials in the
electronic appliances, which is necessary in the environment where the use of hazardous
substances is strictly prohibited [34].
Regarding the system layout, we premise the structure in Figure 6-5-1. We assume three
companies, and the difference is indicated by the suffix. We also assume that ONS is public
so that every company can use the ONS equally. Regarding Savant, we assume a one-layer
structure. Each Savant is connected to a server with EPC-IS (we represent this server as
EPC-IS in the system layout) and the enterprise application. EPC-IS 1 stores the property data
and the historical data of the component(A) that are detected by Readerl, in the same way,
EPC-IS2 stores the property data and the historical data of the component(B) that are detected
by Reader2. EPC-IS3 stores the property data and the historical data of product(C) that are
detected by Reader3. The enterprise application controls the business transaction data, such
as purchase order and advance ship notice, and also provides the interface of the business
process to operators.
Preconditions of this business process are that all the companies settle terms and conditions
about this business process; original product data is stored in the Enterprise Applicationl,
Enterprise Application2 and Enterprise Application3; Company3 has already received the
product level data from Companyl (component (A)) and Company2 (component (B)) and
placed an order to Companyl and Company2; and Companyl, Company2 and Company3
implement the Auto-ID infrastructure.
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Figure 6-5-1: System layout for the assembly trace business process
6.5.1. Business process flow
Figure 6-5-2 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Send the instance-level data of the component (A) to Company3: The instance-level
data is sent from Companyl to Company3. The process is the same as that of Query
instance-level data business process. (See flow explanation of the Query
instance-level data business process step 1 through 6.)
2. Send the instance-level data of the component (B) to Company3: The instance-level
data is sent from Company2 to Company3. The process is the same as that of the
Query instance-level data business process. (See flow explanation of Query
instance-level data business process step 1 through 6.)
3. Register product (C) information: Original product-level data of the product (C)
stored in the Enterprise Application3 is sent to the EPC-IS3. When the data is
registered successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the Enterprise
Application3.
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4. Send the instance-level data of the product (C) with the EPC to the EPC-IS3: After
the product (C) is assembled and scanned, and the relevant data is inputted from the
Savant3, the Savant3 sends the data to the EPC-IS3. When the data is sent
successfully, an acknowledge message returns to the Savant3.
5. Register the EPC and the EPC-IS to the ONS: The relation between the instance-level
EPC of the product (C) and the EPC-IS3 location is registered to the ONS. If the data
is registered successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the Savant3.
6. Query the instance-level data from the Enterprise Application3 to the EPC-IS3: After
the step 4, the Enterprise Application3 has the instance-level EPC of the components
that Company3 uses. Suppose an employee wants to know the location of a product
(C) which contains a specific component (A) (whose EPC is known), he operates the
Enterprise Application3, and the Enterprise Application3 sends a query to the
EPC-IS3.
7. Response from the EPC-IS3 to the Enterprise Application3: In response to the step 6,
the EPC-IS3 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application3 with the EPC of a
product (C) which uses the specific component (A).
8. Query the instance-level data from the Enterprise Application3 for a product (C)
location: After the step 7, the operator sends a query from the Enterprise Application3
to the EPC-IS3 using the EPC of the product (C) he gets in the previous step.
9. EPC-IS3 look-up: After the step 8, the EPC-IS3 looks up the location of servers
which store the data of the specific EPC. In this case, the EPC-IS3 gets the location
information of the EPC-IS3 itself.
10. Query the instance-level data from the EPC-IS3 to other EPC-ISs: After the step 9,
the EPC-IS3 recognizes the location of other EPC-ISs. Then the EPC-IS3 queries the
instance-level data of the specific individual item to the EPC-ISs. In this case, the
EPC-IS3 does not send any query to other EPC-ISs, but if the product (C) has already
shipped, the EPC-IS3 sends a query to the servers which store the historical data of
the product.
11. Response from the EPC-IS3 to the Enterprise Application3: In response to the step 10,
the EPC-IS3 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application3. The response
contains all the location data that the EPC-IS3 receives in the step 10 and the location
data that the EPC-IS3 stores.
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6.5.2. Requirement analysis
Based on the business flow defined in the previous section, we identify the need for defining
a new event, assembly. The event is described in Table 6-5-1. Attributes of the event are
similar to the events previously defined. This means this event is also accommodated with the
Event Dictionary and that the messages modeled in Chapter 5 handle the historical data of
this event.
Table 6-5-1 Structure of the assembly event
Action Key Relevant information
Assembly EPC of instance Date time stamp, Reader
EPC, component(s)EPC,
Assembly direction
6.6. Order track business process
Order track business process is useful in such cases as tracking the status of the products
which have long manufacturing process time and doing quality error management. [35].
Regarding the system layout, we premise the structure in Figure 6-6-1. We assume two
companies, and the difference is indicated by the suffix. We also assume that ONS is public
so that every company can use the ONS equally. Regarding Savant, we assume a two-layer
structure. Savantl is connected to servers with EPC-IS (we represent these servers as EPC-IS
in the system layout) and the enterprise application, and Savantl-l - Savantl-3 are connected
to the readers and Savantl. EPC-IS1 stores the property data and the historical data of the
component (A) that are detected by Readerl-1, component (B) that are detected by Readerl-2.
Product (C) will be detected by Readerl-3 after the assembly process starts. The enterprise
application controls the business transaction data, such as purchase order and advance ship
notice, and also provides the interface of the business process to operators.
Preconditions of this business process are that these companies settle terms and conditions
about this business process, the bill of materials (BoM) is stored in the Enterprise
Applicationl, Company2 has already placed an order to Companyl, and Companyl and
Company2 implement the Auto-ID infrastructure.
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Figure 6-6-1: System layout of the Order track business process
6.6.1. Business process flow
Figure 6-6-2 shows the flow of the business process. Each arrow represents the message sent
between the system components.
1. Send the instance-level data of the component
to the Savantl: After each instance is scanned
the Savantl-1, it sends the data to the Savantl.
acknowledge message returns to the Savantl-l.
2. Send the instance-level data of the component
to the Savantl: After each instance is scanned
the Savantl-2, it sends the data to the Savantl.
acknowledge message returns to the Savantl-2.
(A) with the EPC from the Savantl-1
and the relevant data is inputted from
When the data is sent successfully, an
(B) with the EPC from the Savantl-2
and the relevant data is inputted from
When the data is sent successfully, an
3. Send the instance-level data of the components with the EPC from the Savantl to the
EPC-ISI: After receiving the data from the Savantl-l and the Savantl-2, the Savantl
sends the data to the EPC-IS1. When the data is sent successfully, an acknowledge
message returns to the Savantl.
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4. Query available components of the product (C) from the Enterprise Applicationl to
the EPC-IS1: the Enterprise Applicationl queries available component information
(EPC of component (A), (B)) to arrange a purchase order from Company3. The key of
the query is the product-level EPC of the necessary components that the Enterprise
Application l has as a BoM of the product (C).
5. Send the order information and preassigned the EPC from the Enterprise Application l
to the EPC-IS1: Based on the order that Companyl received from Company2 and the
component availability, the Enterprise Applicationl preassigns an EPC for a product
(C) and sends it to the EPC-IS1 with the relevant information. When the data is sent
successfully, an acknowledge message returns to the Enterprise Application 1.
6. Register the EPC and the server to the ONS: The relation between the instance-level
EPC of the product (C) and the EPC-IS 1 location is registered to the ONS. If the data
is registered successfully, an acknowledgement message returns to the EPC-IS 1.
7. Send an order status notice to Company2: After the step 6, the Enterprise
Applicationl sends an order status notice to Company2. We assume the Enterprise
Applicationl sends a notification to the EPC-IS1 and then the EPC-IS1 sends a
notification to the EPC-IS2, but this information may be sent via EDI/B2Bi
connection if they have a connection. We also assume that the EPC-IS2 pushes the
notification to the Enterprise Application2, but the Enterprise Application2 may query
new information to the EPC-IS2.
8. Query the instance-level data from the Enterprise Application2 to the EPC-IS2: After
the step 7, the Enterprise Application2 has the instance-level EPC of the product (C)
that Company3 will receive. Suppose an employee wants to know the status of the
order, he operates the Enterprise Application2 and the Enterprise Application2 sends a
query to the EPC-IS2.
9. EPC-IS2 look-up: After the step 8, the EPC-IS2 looks up the location of servers
which store the data of the specific EPC. In this case, the EPC-IS2 gets the location of
the EPC-IS 1.
10. Query the instance-level data from the EPC-IS2 to the EPC-IS1: After the step 9, the
EPC-IS2 recognizes the location of the EPC-IS1. Then the EPC-IS2 queries the
instance-level data of the specific individual item to the EPC-IS1. In this case, the
EPC-IS2 gets the status of the product (C) that Company2 will receive.
11. Response from the EPC-IS2 to the Enterprise Application2: In response to the step 8,
the EPC-IS2 sends a response back to the Enterprise Application2. The response
contains all the status information that the EPC-IS2 receives in the stepl0.
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6.6.2. Requirement analysis
Based on the business flow defined in the previous section, we identify the need for defining
a new event, notify. The event is described in Table 6-6-1. Attributes of the event are similar
to the events previously defined. This means this event is also accommodated with the Event
Dictionary and that the messages modeled in Chapter 5 handle the historical data of this
event.
Table 6-6-1 Structure of the notify event
Action Key Relevant information
Notify EPC of instance Purchase order identifier,
status of the product
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7. Summary and Suggestions
In this chapter, we summarize this thesis by discussing some of the findings of this thesis and
making some suggestions for the future study.
7.1. Summary
7.1.1. EPC Information Service architecture
The key objective of this thesis is to propose EPC-IS architecture. We defined generic
business processes by using the characteristics of information stored in the servers with
EPC-IS. This characteristic was studied by Cambridge University, one of the Auto-ID Lab
universities. By defining business processes this way and analyzing requirements in the
following step, we guaranteed that the architecture we proposed was able to support these
business processes.
Then we defined the requirements derived from those generic business processes, proposed
architecture which consists of messages and dictionaries, and developed schemas for both
messages and dictionaries. This separation makes it possible to maintain each of the schemas
independently. It is also expected to reduce the impact of the business process change on the
message structure because the impact of the change is absorbed by modifying dictionary
instances.
Then we evaluated the message and the dictionary schemas with further requirements which
are being raised in the RFID field trials and the expected future applications for RFID.
Through this evaluation, we modified the message schemas, increased the dictionary
instances, and made them more robust.
7.1.2. Message
One of the proposals we made is the necessity of the messages in order to realize the generic
business processes. The messages we proposed are three: Notify message, Query/Response
message and Acknowledge message. The Notify message is used for registering and updating
the physical object information, the Query/Response message is used for retrieving
information stored in the server with EPC-IS, and the Acknowledge message is used for
notifying acknowledgement and exception of the Notify message. We also proposed the
schemas of these messages. The document type definition (DTD) of schemas and the sample
instances of them are listed in the Appendix.
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7.1.3. Dictionary
Another proposal we made is the separation of the dictionary from messages in order to
guarantee the scalability of the massages. We developed one dictionary schema and two sets
of instances as the Event Dictionary, which maintains events and the attributes of them, and
the Property Dictionary, which maintains attributes of both product-level and instance-level
property.
Since the attributes defined in the dictionaries are used to describe the physical object
information within Auto-ID infrastructure, these dictionaries are also used as the PML
Extension. We list the document type definition (DTD) of the dictionary schema, the Event
Dictionary and the Property Dictionary in the Appendix.
7.2. Suggestions for future study
7.2.1. Standard development
In this thesis we proposed architecture of EPC-IS. Since starting from generic business
processes, we assume that this architecture could become core architecture of a new EPC-IS
standard. However, the research to discuss this assumption has not done yet. Therefore, one
future study area is to verify the architecture and develop a new EPC-IS standard with the
real business requirements.
7.2.2. Impact assessment of merging EDI/B2B infrastructure with Auto-ID
infrastructure
In this thesis, we discussed the possibility of sending data via EDI/B2Bi connection and
concluded that there is little difference between connection of the EDI/B2Bi infrastructure
and that of the Auto-ID infrastructure. However, we did not discuss the impact of using the
Auto-ID infrastructure to exchange other transaction messages defined in the EDI/B2B
standards, such as quote, purchase order, and invoice.
Since it is envisaged that companies will maintain fewer connections within their systems and
between their systems and those of the trading partners, this study is essential to further
deploy the Auto-ID infrastructure.
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9. Appendix
9.1. Dictionary
9.1.1. Dictionary Schema
'J.I); . $' )Iid q¾ nily ' ¥ ch ela.
(XIh', ! i 'd c' s t tttLta Intaba 2004
:HANGE HISTORY
Date Time Author
I nitia [D )!f 20040202 15:00 Inaba
.I (20)040224 15:00 Inaha
1 .2 2()040318 I1:15 Inaba
:=2::i::-..: ...: :: :-::::;:-, .-:: ". -:. : ::.-:: :: : . :::_. . ====: * ~ ---====.==- -= =-=-.=::::: ::: - :: _':: --->
<!ENTITY % common-elements "Name, Desc">
<!ENTITY % common-attributes"
id ID #REQUIRED
ver CDATA#REQUIRED
"1>
<!ELEMENT Dictionary (Identifier, Action*, ValueSet*, Value*)>
<!ELEMENT Identifier (Type, MajRev, MinRev, Date)>
<!ELEMENT Type (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT MajRev (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT MinRev (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Date (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Action (%common-elements;, ValueSetld*, Valueld*)>
<!ATTLIST Action
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT Name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Desc (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT ValueSetld (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Valueld (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT ValueSet (%common-elements;, Valueld*)>
<!ATTLIST ValueSet
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT Value (%common-elements;, Format, UOM)>
<!ATTLIST Value
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT Format (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT UFormat (#PCDATA)>!  OM (# )
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9.1.2. Event Dictionary
<'?x.ul ercl- 1.0)" ?>
<!DOCTYPE Dictionary SYSTEM "Dictionary.dtd">
<?xnmrl-sl\ lIchel type="text/xsl" href="dictionarv.xsl"?>
<Dictionary>
<Identifier>
<Type>EIvent</Type>
<Maj Re, > 1 </MajRev>
<MinRev >O</MinRev>
<Date>2004-03-18</Date>
</Identifier>
<Action i="EA001" ver="1.0">
<Name> Detect</Name>
<Desc>Event used when physical object is scanned.</Desc>
<Valueld>EVOO1 </ValueId>
<ValueId>EV002</ValueId>
<Valueld>EV003</ValueId>
</Action>
<Action id="EA002" ver="1.0">
<Name> Aggregate</Name>
<Desc>Event used when two physical objects are aggregated.</Desc>
<Valueld>EV001 </ValueId>
<Valueld>EV002</ValueId>
<Val ueId>EV003</Valued>
<Valueld>EV004</ValueId>
<ValueId>EV005</ValueId>
<Val ueld>EV013</ValueId>
</Action>
<Action id="EA003" ver="1.0">
<Name>)i saggregate</Name>
<Desc>Event used when two physical objects are disaggregated.</Desc>
<ValueId:>EVOO1 </ValueId>
<Valueld:>EV002</ValueId>
<ValueId:>EV003</ValueId>
<Valueld:>EV004</ValueId>
<ValueId:>EV005</ValueId>
<Val ueld:>EVO 1 3</Valueld>
</Action>
<Action id="EA004" ver="1.0">
<Name>lH-andling</Name>
<Desc>Event used when business entity handles physical object.</Desc>
<Val ueSe tld>EVSOO </Val ueSetId>
<ValueId:>EV006</ValueId>
<Val ueId>EV007</Valueld>
</Action>
<ValueSet id::"EVS001" ve" =" 1.0">
<Nalne>P'hysical Address</Name>
<Desc>Physical Address of physical object location, business entity etc.</Desc>
<ValueId:>EV008</Valueld>
<Valueld:>EV009</Valueld>
<Valueld>EVO 10</Valueld>
<Valueld>EVO 11</Valueld>
<Valueld>EV012</Valueld>
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</ValueSet>
<Value id="EV001" ver="1.0">
<Name>EPC</Name>
<Desc>EPC of scanned physical object. Key of historical record.</Desc>
<Forma t::EPC</Fonnat>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV002" ver="l.0">
<Name>I)ateTime</Name>
<Desc>DateTime of the event.</Desc>
<Format>DateTime</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV003" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>ReaderEPC</Name>
<Desc>EPC of reader which scans physical object.</Desc>
<Format>EPC</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV004" vcr=" 1.0">
<Name>RelatedEPC</Name>
<Desc>EPC of related physical object. Used for Aggregation event.</Desc>
<Format,EPC</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV005" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>AggregationRelation</Name>
<Desc>Relation of the aggregation. If value is "1", physical object is larger concept physical
object.</Desc>
<Format>Binary</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV006" vr="l.0">
<Name>BusinessEntity</Name>
<Desc>Name of business entity which executes the event.</Desc>
<For m at>Text</Forrnat>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV007" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>(ContactName</Name>
<Desc>Contact information</Desc>
<Format>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV008" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>Street</Name>
<Desc>Street of physical address.</Desc>
<Format>Text</Formrat>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV009" ver="l.0">
<Name>City</Name>
<Desc>City of physical address.</Desc>
<Format>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
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</Value>
<Value id="EVO10" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>State</Name>
<Desc>State of physical address.</Desc>
<Forma t:>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EVO11" ver="1.0">
<Name>Zip</Name>
<Desc>Zip code of physical address.</Desc>
<Format>Number</Forma t>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="EV012" ver="1.0">
<Name>Country</Narne>
<Desc>Country of physical address.</Desc>
<Format>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
<Value>
<Value id="EV013" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>Dependency</Name>
<Desc>Dependency of the two physical objects. If the item is contained in a case, the value is
"l".</Desc>
<Format>binary</Format>
<UOM/>
<Value>
</Dictionary>
9.1.3. Property Dictionary
<?xml version=" 1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE Dictionary SYSTEM "Dictionary.dtd">
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href=''dictionarv.xsl"'?>
<Dictionary>
<Identifier>
<Type>Property</Type>
<MajRev::l </MajRev>
<MinRev> 1 </MinRev>
<Date>2004-03-1 8</Date>
</Identifier>
<Action id="E'A001" ver="1.0">
<Name>Create</Name>
<Desc>Action used to create data</Desc>
<ValueSetld/>
<Valueld/:>
</Action>
<Action id="PA002" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>Delete</Name>
<Desc>Action used to delete data</Desc>
<ValueSet..d/>
<Valueld/:>
</Action>
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<Action id="'PA003" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>Update</Name>
<Desc>Action used to update data</Desc>
<ValueId/>
</Action>
<Action id=" PA004" ver=" 1.0">
<Name>Notify</Name>
<Desc>Action used to notify business document such as ASN</Desc>
<ValueSetld>PVS002</ValueSetld>
<Valueld,/>
</Action>
<ValueSet id:="PVS001" ver="1.0">
<Name>Manufacturer</Name>
<Desc>Data related to manufacturer</Desc>
<ValueId>PV007</ValueId>
<ValueId>PV008/ValueId>
<ValueId:>PV009</ValueId>
<ValueId:>PV010</ValueId>
<Valueld:>PVO11 </Valueld>
<ValueId:>PV012</ValueId>
<ValueId:>PV013</ValueId>
</ValueSet>
<ValueSet id="PVS002" ver="l.0">
<Narne>ASN</Name>
<Desc>Data related to ASN</Desc>
<ValueId:>PV014</Valued>
</ValueSet>
<Value id="PVOO1" ver="l.0">
<Name>EPC</Name>
<Desc>EPC of property data</Desc>
<Format,>EPC</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="PV002" ver="l.0">
<N ame>I:)ateTime</Name>
<Desc>DateTime of the event.</Desc>
<Format>YYYYMMDDThhmm+hhmm</Format>
<UOM>DateTime</UOM>
</Value>
<Value id="PV003" ver="l.0">
<Name>Height</Name>
<Desc>Height of physical object</Desc>
<Format/:>
<UOM>meter</UOM>
</Value>
<Value id="PV004" ver="1.0">
<Name>Depth</Name>
<Desc>Depth of physical object</Desc>
<Format/::>
<UOM>nmeter</UOM>
</Value>
<Value id="PV005" ver="l.0">
<Name>Width</Name>
<Desc>Width of physical object</Desc>
<Format/>
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<UOM>meter</UOM>
</Value>
<Value id=" PV006" ver="l.0">
<Name>Weight</Name>
<Desc>Weight of physical object</Desc>
<Format/>
<UOM>kg</UOM>
</Value>
<Value id="PV007" ver="1.0">
<Name> BusinessEntity</Name>
<Desc>Name of business entity which executes the event.</Desc>
<Format>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
<IVal ue>
<Value id="PV008" ver="l.0">
<Name>C(ontactName</Name>
<Desc>Contact information</Desc>
<Fo rmat>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="PV009" ver="1.0">
<Name>Street</Name>
<Desc>Street of physical address.</Desc>
<Format,Text</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="PV010" ver="1.0">
<Name>City</Name>
<Desc>City of physical address.</Desc>
<Format>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
</Val ue>
<Value id="EPV011" ver="1.0">
<Name>State</Name>
<Desc>State of physical address.</Desc>
<For mat>Text</Formrnat>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="PV012" ver="l.0">
<Name>Zip</Name>
<Desc>Zip code of physical address.</Desc>
<Format/::>
<UOM>Number</UOM>
</Value>
<Value id="PV013" ver="l.0">
<Name>Country</Name>
<Desc>Country of physical address.</Desc>
<Fo r mat>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
<Value id="PV014" ver-"l.0">
<N arne>DocumentId</Name>
<Desc>Document identifier of transaction(e.g. PO, ASN)</Desc>
<Format>Text</Format>
<UOM/>
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</Value>
<Value id="PV015" ver="1.0">
<Name>ExpirationDate</Name>
<Desc>Expiration date of the item</Desc>
<Format>DateTime</Format>
<UOM/>
</Value>
</Dictionary>
9.2. Message
9.2.1. Schema
9.2.1.1. Notify message
i l \. f u K',t') schemn.
" '.1' t: lCt i c') Tatsu Iaba 200-4
-->
CHANGE HISTORY
Date Time Author
1,;:0 Kii tf 20040212 15:00 ilnaba
I )20040225 14:0() Inaba
, 201 40 1 16:00 Inaba
tI 2 (t 040318 12:00 naba
<!ENTITY % common-elements "DateTime, Identifier, DocumentType">
<!ENTITY % common-attributes "
dicRef CDATA #REQUIRED
">
<!ELEMENT Notify (%common-elements;, PhysicalObject*)>
<!ATTLIST Notify
dicIdentifier CDATA #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT PhysicalObject (Action*)>
<!ATTLIST PhysicalObject
EPC CDATA #REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT Action (ElementSet*, Element*, Inferred?)>
<!ATTLIST Action
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT ElementSet (ElementSet?, Element*)>
<!ATTLIST ElementSet
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT Element (Name?, Value?)>
<!ATTLIST Element
%common-attributes;
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id ID #IMPLIED
idref IDREF #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT Name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Value (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Inferred (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DateTime (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Identifier (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DocumentType (#PCDATA)>
9.2.1.2. Query message
'IbMi, i' u)vt schlerlaa.
(.* q4,pyI'i : t ) 'at suya lnaba 2( 0 )4
-->
('f-ANG(;E l IST()RtY
) ate Tiie l Author
lfilik Di-' a 2if ()() . 03 1 it 16:00( Inalba
.i 20f()(1' l2040`318; 14:)0 tnaba
<!ENTITY % common-elements "DateTime, Identifier, DocumentType">
<!ENTITY % common-attributes "
dicQuery CDATA #REQUIRED
name CDATA #REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT Query (%common-elements;, Action+)>
<!ATTLIST Query
dicIdentifier CDATA #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT Action (ElementSet?, Element*, Inferred?)>
<!ATTLIST Action
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT ElementSet (ElementSet?, Element*)>
<!ATTLIST ElementSet
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT Element (Value)>
<!ATTLIST Element
%common-attributes;
id ID #IMPLIED
idref IDREF #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT Value (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Inferred (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DateTime (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Identifier (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DocumentType (#PCDATA)>
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9.2.1.3. Response message
si iS IResprs 'c
(CopYright (ci) Fl u t zv 1 i
-->
('i L.'\K' ; t. I ' )lRY
Versi}on !i), 4 'i', c lutho i
lritial Drafit 20()0.1. I I 6) , fi i tba
1.I 1 "( .i 14:00() Irnaba
<!ENTITY % common-elements "DateTime, Identifier, DocumentType">
<!ENTITY % common-attributes "
dicQuery CDATA #REQUIRED
name CDATA #REQUIRED
">
<!ELEMENT Response (%common-elements;, OriginalIdentifier, PhysicalObject*, Result?)>
<!ATTLIST Response
dicIdentifier CDATA #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT PhysicalObject (Action+, Result?)>
<!ATTLIST Phy sicalObject
EPC CDATA #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT Action (ElementSet?, Element*, Inferred?, Result?)>
<!ATTLIST Action
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT ElementSet (ElementSet?, Element*)>
<!ATTLIST ElementSet
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT Element (Value)>
<!ATTLIST Element
%common-attributes;
id ID #IMPLIED
idref IDREF #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT Value (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Inferred (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Result (Reason?)>
<!ATTLIST Result
category (success I fail I partlysuccess) #REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT Reason (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DateTime (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT OriginalIdentifier (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Identifier (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DocumentType (#PCDATA)>
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9.2.1.4. Acknowledge message
<!--
liS is Acknowledge i(chsc
(Copy(righ' t (') 'a atsu? lu;3: 2, 4-.
Versionr l)atc C I. ,\ulhort
Initial )raft 200A031' S .3' ,' ltlti ,
<!ENTITY % common-elements "DateTime, Identifier, DocumentType">
<!ENTITY % common-attributes "
dicQuery CDATA #REQUIRED
name CDATA #REQUIRED
'I>
<!ELEMENT Acknowledge (%common-elements;, OriginalIdentifier, PhysicalObject*, Result?)>
<!ATTLIST Response
dicIdentifier CDATA #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT PhysicalObject (Action+, Result?)>
<!ATTLIST PhysicalObject
EPC CDATA #IMPLIED
<!ELEMENT Action (Result?)>
<!ATTLIST Action
%common-attributes;
<!ELEMENT Result (Reason?)>
<!ATTLIST Result
category (success I fail I partly_success) #REQUIRED
<!ELEMENT Reason (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DateTime (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT OriginalIdentifier (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Identifier (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DocumentType (#PCDATA)>
9.2.2. Sample Instances
9.2.2.1. Notify the scanned item
When items are scanned by the Savant, the data is sent to the server which stores the physical
object data. This sample instance is used in this situation. A reader (urn:epc:1.10.101.1001)
scans four items at 15:13:43-5:00 2004 February 25. In response to the Notify message, the
Acknowledge message is sent back to the Savant.
Notify message
<?xmll version=" 1.()0" encoding=" UT'-8"'.?>
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<!DOCTYPE Notify SYSTEM "Notify.dtd">
<Notify dicIdentifielr="EventDictionary ver .0">
<DateTime>20040225T 15:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200402250001 </Identifier>
<DocumentTl;'ype>notify</DocumentType>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.1 ">
<Action dicRef="EA001" name="Detect">
<Element dicRef"EV001" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.1 </Value>
</Ele ment>
<Element dicRef="EV002" id="D200402250001" narne="DateTime">
<Value>20040225T 1 5:00:00-05:00</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicRef="EV003" id="E1001" nainre="ReaderEPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.101.1001</Value>
</Element>
</Action::>
</PhysicalObject>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.2">
<Action d icRef="EA001" na-me="Detect">
<Element dicRef="EV001" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10. 100.2</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicRef="EV002" idref="D20040225000 1" nanme="DateTime"/>
<Element dicRef="EV003" idref="E1001 " name="ReaderEPC"/>
</Action:,
</PhysicalObject>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.3">
<Action d(icRef="PA001" name="Detect">
<Element dicRef="EV001" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.3</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicRef="EV002" idricf="D200402250001" name="DateTime"/>
<Element dicRef="EV003" idref="E 1001" name="ReaderEPC"/>
</Action,>
</PhysicalObject>
<PhysicalObject EPC="um:epc: 1.10.100.4">
<Action dicRef="PAOO1" nanme="Detect">
<Element dicRef="EV001" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.4</Val ue>
</Elernent>
<Element dicRef="EV002" idref="D20040225000 1" name="DateTime"/>
<Element dicRef="EV003" idref="E 1001" namne="ReaderEPC"/>
</Action,.
</PhysicalObject>
</Notify>
Acknowledge message
<'?xml version=" 1.0" encoding=" UTF-8" ?>
<!DOCTYPE Acknowledge SYSTEM "Acknowledge.dtd">
<Acknowledge>
<DateTime>20040225T15:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200402250002</Identifier>
<DocumentType>acknowledge</DocumentType>
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<OriginalIdentifier>200402250001 </OriginalIdentifier>
<Result category="success"/>
</Acknowledge::>
9.2.2.2. Notify the expiration date
When the property data is inputted at the Savant, the data is sent to the server which stores the
physical object data. This sample instance is used in this situation. The expiration date data is
sent to the server. In response to the Notify message, the Acknowledge message is sent back
to the Savant. In this case, the result of an item(um:epc: 1.10.100.4) becomes error because the
EPC has not registered in the server.
Notify message
<?xml version=" .0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Notify SYSTEM "Notify.dtd">
<Notify dicldentifier="PropertyDictionary verl.0">
<DateTime>20040318T14: 13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200403180009</Identifier>
<DocumentType>notify</DocumentType>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.1">
<Action dlicRef="PA003" name="Update">
<Elernent dicRef="PV015" name="ExpirationDate">
<Value>20040425T1 2:00:00-5:00</Value>
</Element>
</Action::>
</PhysicalObject>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.2">
<Action dicRef="PA003" name="Update">
<Element dicRef="PV015" narne="ExpirationDate">
<Value>20040425T12:00:00-5:00</Value>
</Elernent>
</Action>
</PhysicalObject>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.3">
<Action dicRef="PA003" name="Update">
<Element dicRef="PV015" name="ExpirationDate">
<Vlalue>20040425T 12:00:00-5:00</Value>
</Elernent>
</Action>,>
</PhysicalObj ect>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urnm:epc: 1.10.100.4">
<Action dicRef="PA003" namne="Update">
<Element dicRef="PV015" name="ExpiratioDate">
<Value>20040425T1 2:00:00-5:00</Value>
</Element>
</Action--,
</PhysicalObject>
</Notify>
Acknowledge message
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<'.?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF-8?>
<!DOCTYPE Acknowledge SYSTEM "Acknowledge.dtd">
<Acknowledge 1 iclentifier="PropertyDictionary verl.0">
<DateTime>20040318T 15:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200403180010</Identifier>
<Doc umentT ype>acknowledge</DocumentType>
<OriginalIde ntifier>200403 1 80009</OriginalIdentifier>
<Result cate gory=="partly_success">
<Reason::>EPC not find</Reason>
</Result>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.4">
<Action dlicRef="PA001" name="Register">
<Result category="fail">
<Reason>EPC not find</Reason>
</Result>
</Action::>
</PhysicalObject>
</Acknowledge,>
9.2.2.3. Notify the advance ship notice
When items/cases/pallets are sent from a company to its trading partner, the company sends
advance ship notice to its trading partner. This sample instance is used in this situation. First,
the enterprise application of the sending company sends the Notify message to its server with
EPC-IS, and the server sends the Notify message to the server with EPC-IS which is located
at the trading partner's facility. In this case, the sending company packs two items in cases
(um:epc:1.10.100.10, um:epc:1.10.100.11). The shipment document identifier also uses EPC
(urn:epc: 1.10.102.1) in this case.
Notify message from the enterprise application to the server with EPC-IS
<'?xml version=" 1.0" encoding='UTF-8?>
<!DOCTYPE Notify SYSTEM "Notify.dtd">
<Notify dicldentifier="EventDictionary verl.0">
<DateTime>20040324T15:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200403240001 </Identifier>
<DocumentType>notify</DocumentType>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.102.1 ">
<Action dicRef="PA004" name="Notify">
<ElementSet dicRef="PV002" name="ASN">
<Element clicRef="PV014" name="DocumentId">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.102.1</Value>
</Element>
</ElementSet>
</Action,,
</PhysicalObject>
</Notify>
Notify message from the server of the sending company to the sever of the receiving
company
<?'xml version= .0" 1.  ncodingy="UJT'-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Notify SYSTEM "Notify.dtd">
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<Notify diclidenl iier="EventDictionary verl.0">
<DateTime>20040324T 16:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>urn.epc: 1.10.102.1</Identifier>
<I)ocumentType>notify</DocumentType>
<PhysicalObject lPC="urn:epc: 1.10.102.1">
<Action dicReIf="PA004" name="Notify">
<ElernentSet dicRef="PV002" name="ASN">
<Element dicRef="PV014" name="Documentld">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.102. 1</Value>
</Elelnent>
</Ele rnentSet>
</Action:>
</PhysicalOl:ject>
<PhysicalOb ject E PC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.10">
<Action dic Rcf="EA00 1" name="Detect">
<Elernent dicRef--"EV001" name="EPC">
<'Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.10</Value>
</Elelment>
<Element dicRef="EV002" id="D200403241000001" name="DateTime">
<Value>20040324T1 0:00:00-5:00</Value>
</Element>
<Elemnent dlicRel"EV003" id="D200403241000002" name="ReaderEPC">
<"Val ue>urn:epc: 1.10.101.1001 </Value>
</Element>
</Action::,
<Action dicRef="EA003" name="Aggregate">
<Elerment dicRef="EV004" name="RelatedEPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.1</Value>
</Element>
</Action::,
<Action dicRet="EA003" name="Aggregate">
<Element dicRef="EV004" name="RelatedEPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10. 100.2</Value>
</Ele ment>
</Action.-
</PhysicalObject>
<PhysicalObject EPC="um:epc: 1.10.100.11">
<Action dicRef="PA001" name="Detect">
<Element dicRef="EV001" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.1 1</Value>
</Element>
<Elenment dicRef="EV002" idref="D200403241000001" name="DateTime"/>
<Element dicRef="EV003" idref="D200403241000002" name="ReaderEPC"/>
</Action>,.
<Action clicRef="EA002" name="Aggregate">
<Element dicRef="EV004" name="RelatedEPC">
<Value>um:epc: 1.10.1 00.3<Value>
</Elemrnent>
</Action>
<Action diicRe=-"EA002" name="Aggregate">
<Elenment dicRef="EA004" name="RelatedEPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1. 10.1 00.4</Value>
</Element>
</Action>
</PhysicalObj ect>
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</Notify>
9.2.2.4. Query the product size
When a buyer wants to know the size of an item, the company sends a query to the supplier.
This sample instance is used in this situation. Precondition of this sample is that the buyer gets
the EPC of the product of which the company wants the size. First, the buyer sends a query
with the EPC of the item, and then the supplier sends back the size of the item to the buyer.
Query message
<?.xml version=" 1 .)" cnc(lillmU'''F-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Query SYSTEM "Query.dtd">
<Query dicldentifier=" PropertyDictionary ver 1.0">
<DateTime>20040311 T 14:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200402250006</Identifier>
<DocumentType>query</DocumentType>
<Action dic(Query="PA001" name="Create">
<ElementSet dicQucry="PVS001" name="Manufacturer">
<Elerent dicQue Vy="PV007" name="BusinessEntity">
<Value/>
</Element>
</ElementSet>
<Element dicQueiy= "PV003 " name="Height">
<Val ue/>
</Element>
<Element dicQucry="PV004" name="Depth">
<Value/>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="PV005" name="Width">
<Value/>
</Element>
<Element dicQ uery="PV006" name="Weight">
<Val ue/>
</Element>
<Elementl: dicQuervy="PV00OI" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.1 </Value>
</Element>
<JAction>
</Query>
Response message
<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="!UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Response SYSTEM "Response.dtd">
<Response dicldentifier="PropertyDictionary verl.0">
<DateTime>2004031 T 14:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200402250007</Identifier>
<DocumentType>response</DocumnentType>
<OriginalIdentifier>200402250006</OriginalIdentifier>
<PhysicalObject EPC="urn:epc: 1.1 0. 1 00.I ">
<Action dicQuery="PA001" name="Create">
<ElementSet dicQuey="PVS001" name="Manufacturer">
<Element dicQuervy="PV007" name="BusinessEntity">
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<Value>MIT</Value>
</Element>
</Ele mentSet>
<Element dicQuery="PV003" name="Height">
<Value>0.3</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="PV004" name="Depth">
<Value>0.1 </Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="PV005" name="Width">
< Value>0.2</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="PV006" namc="Weight">
<'Value> 1.0</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuerv="PV001" namre="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.1 </Value>
</Element>
</Action>:,
</PhysicalObject>
</Response>
9.2.2.5. Query the Expiration Date
When a buyer wants to know the expiration date of an item, the company sends a query to the
supplier. This sample instance is used in this situation. Precondition of this sample is that the
buyer gets the EPC of the product of which the company wants the expiration date. First, the
buyer sends a query with the EPC of the item, and then the supplier sends back the expiration
date of the item to the buyer.
Query message
<?xml version=" 1 .0" encoding=" UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Query SYSTEM "Query.dtd">
<Query dicldentifier="PropertyDictionary verl.0">
<DateTime>2004031 1T14: 13:43 -0500</DateTime>
<Identifier>200402250006</Identifier>
<DocumentType>query</DocumentType>
<Action dicQuerv="PA001" name="Create">
<Element dicQuery="PV001" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.2</Value>
</Element>
<Element dlicQuery="PV015" name="ExpirationDate">
<Value/>
</Element>
</Action>
</Query>
Response message
<?xlnl version=' 1 .0" encodiIng=" ITF-8"'?>
<!DOCTYPE Response SYSTEM "Response.dtd">
<Response dicldentifiei-="PropertyDictionary verl.0">
<DateTime>2004031 T15:13:43 -0500</DateTime>
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<Identifier>200402250007</Identifier>
<Doc umentType>response</DocumentType>
<Originallde ntifier>200402250006</OriginalIdentifier>
<PhysicalOb ject EPC="urn:epc: 1.10.100.2">
<Action dicQuery="PA001 " name="Create">
<Element dicQuery="PV001" name="EPC">
<Value>urn:epc: 1.10.100.2</Value>
</Element>
<Element dicQuery="PV015" name="ExpirationDate">
<Value>20040425T12:00:00-5:00</Value>
</Element>
</Action::>
</PhysicalObject>
</Response>
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